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Hello loyal readers! Not much to say, except enjoy the 

issue. Some of you may either approve or disapprove of the 
fact that all of the bands featured in #14 are either well 
established or very well established bands. I want your 

input on whether you enjoy these interviews more, or whether 

you'd like to see more interviews with upcosing underground 
bands. Let me know your thoughts an this satter. I tried to 

make this issue as interesting as possible, with as aany 

deno and record reviews as you can possibly stand. I hope 

you can contact all the cool bands featured here, because it 

sure is a task trying to find new ways to describe the 
susic of about B0 differentthrash & hardcore bands'! 

Nevertheless, 1 hope you can appreciate my efforts. The 
following people deserve special thanks for the innumerable 

amount of service to creating this issue: Joe Minardi, Bob 

Plante, Evan Howell (for the layout help and shitwork!), 

Marc Fischer, Mumpty, Petey, and the "A.T.P Posse®. Thanks 

to all the bands, record companies and people that have 

contributed their help (you know who you are), I must ask 
that you DO NOT write me between March 1Bth and April Bth. 

1's going to be in Brazil and 1 ask that you not make ay 

Knowledge... The Editor. (If you write me, please send a 

stamp/1.R.C. for a response- THANKS!) 

S T e < 

o SCOTT HELIG 
£% 9127 TRYON STREET 
Q PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146 
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* A San Francisco court hear- 
ing a palimony suit brought 
by Diang Hegarty against the 

founder and high priest of 
the Church of Satan was as- 
ked in September 10 decide 

who gets cusiody of the 
couple’s medieval torture e- 

—auipment, bust of Satar, bed 

of nails, tombstone coffee 
# . lable, black Madonna sculp- 

ture, and several other items, 
ol ik 

COMMENTARY by Marc Fischer/Primary Concern ‘zine 

few people talk about in ‘zines. Surprisingly only one| 
M | person suggested writing a comsentary on hosophobia in all 

of the surveys 1ot hack (ed- Marc is referring to thel 
surveys he sent out with Primary Concern #2.) I'm not going 
to talk about outright hatred for gays because 1'd like to 

think that most people don't feel that way, although I know 

that some da. Benerally most I've seen don't hate gays, but 

going to talk about some of the subtle things that I seel 
many people doing that show a negative attitude towards 

homosexuals. I'm sure that 1 now have everybody wondering-| 

No, 1's not gay, 1 just think that the way they are being) 

of a black person but you couldn’t care less about those of 

a_homgsexual. 

return difficult by bombarding me with letters! Peace &| % 

Okay, 1'd like to address something that for soae reason| : 

they sure as hell aren’t too tolerant of thes. Instead I'n j ¥ 

treated is wrong. Put it this way, I'm not black either but : 

1'11 criticize anyone with racist feelings towards blacks.| - 

BTE are 50 many ways 
way towards gays. First 1'll point out one that is probabl 

the most largely used, and one I've seen in 'zines quite 
few tines and heard even more frequently. Example: “Dude, 

Ray Cappo is such a homo!" Okay, what we have accosplished 

here is that we've called soseone a hoeo- not because 
honestly think that the man is gay and we can respect that,| k. 

but because lots of people seea to think calling someone & - 

"hoeo” or a "faggot® or "queer* is a good insult. Well put] 
it this way, would you call a white man you didn't like 

p idn't think so. 

Ll 
say lots of tises. Example: "Man, Kevin Seconds was acting 

like such a homo last night!" This brings me to another| 

point. In my opinion homosexuals are the most persecuted 

people in this country right now. All of the blame for AIDS| 

has been tossed over to thea by much of society, even though 
nobody can seea to agree on the true origin of the disease.| ¥ 
You would think that punks would learn a lesson from all thef 

people who persecute thes for the way they dress and the 

susic they listen to. It j .l 

Y s homosexuali 
because they think that their sexual practices arg 
*disgusting® so they «can't accept it from a aoral 

standpoint. Not being able to accept it from a moral 

standpoint is just fine. (ed- I disagree. Many people lool 

down on "gay sex* but I's curious to know what their] 

opinions are on SM, pedophilia, bestiality, and the loads 

of other ‘unusual®- or criminal- acts that are largel 
perforsed by heterosexuals?!) You don’t have to like it, buf] 
just tolerate it! If you look the least bit like a punk or 

aetalhead and listen to any band that uses the word “"fuck 
at least once in a song, then I may remind you that there 

are 2 hell of a lot of people who can't tolerate you! Ca 

you believe that?! Amazing isn't it? If you to stop 

prejudice in this country, then you have to stop acting 

prejudicial towards EVERYONE- gays included. 

out is that if we want to change the attitudes of others, wg 

are going to have to criticize what they do- even if the 
are friends. It isn‘t always too easy and you might end up - 
qetting criticized for defending a person’s choice to be 
homosexual, but it is 2 necessary thing. You can bitch abou 
problems in society until hell treezes over and if you don’ 
act, nothing is ever going to change thea. I would also like 

to make an even more important announcesment to ‘zing| 

editors, There are a lot of bands that get away with surder| § 
when it comes to anti-homosexual reearks. It bugs the shit 

out of me to see "zine editors review these bands’ albuas 
and ignore the anti-gay lyrics or statements. I would like 

to call out to all ‘zine editors and beg that they treat| 

anti-gay attitudes in the same way they usually treat racis| 

when reviewing a band's lyrics. As far as 1'g concerned 

there is little difference. 

It's hypocracy, in sy opinion, if you can defend the rights| Marc Fischer, 234 Lloyd Ln., 

Philadelphia, PA. 19151 USA 
R TR~ 



After a massively intense albus entitled 'Leprosy*, this 
band has gone on a media blitz, scurrying into the 
telephones to disease every fanzine with their scourge of 
death (setal, that is). When 1 got the chance to interview 
these brutal skullcrushers, I jusped at the chance.. fn 
interview was set up. I would be prepared for a call from 
the Cosbat offices, right? Uh, wrong...I got a call from the | 
band, but unfortunately, being the fuck up I am, forgot all 
about ay appointment. Thankfully, 1 came up with sose mind | 
probing questions, and 10 minutes later....BBB-RRRR- 
INNNNGEG! ! Here's the interview with DEATH bass-thusper 
Terry Butler. 

TT: First of all, can you tell me how your sponsorship 

by BC Rich came about? 

TB: Uh, before the second album came about, we talked to 

thes. Scott, here from the label helped wus. He 

called.,.Because the first albus sold really well, and they 
liked the first album, that helped. The sales, and a bunch 

of shows... They had faith in us, It's tatally up to thea, 

it they wanna sponsor you. We just asked thes, for the heck 

of it, doesn't hurt to ask, and they accepte 

TN F . A 

TT: Any weird stuff happen at your shows? 
TB: That would have to been about three weeks ago, in 

Taspa.. Halfway through the first song some idiot threw a 

bottle that broke Rick's guitar (that he received from BC 

Rich). And a fight broke out, it was total chaos. Everyone 

~ | left after that. We still played but it was depressing. 
TT: Hhere did you get the idea for the new albua's cover| 

» | and concept? 

~ TB: Chuck thought that would be a really cool song 
title, and got thinking about it. So we came up with a 
really cool design and we told the artist what we'd like and 
he sade it. 

TT: What have you learned because of your involvement 
with the band? 

TB: Yeah...Quite a bit.. I played with Bill and Rick| 

with MASSACRE for about six sonths before we broke up, and 
1've only been playing for about 2 years so I've learned a 
helluva lot.. 

TT: What specifically? 

TB: Just, uh.. We've learned alot because this is our] 

secand tour. Just how it ison the road, not to trust 
anybody, stuff like that. The band's really cose together, 
starting to gel like a complete band. 

T7: Hes, That sounds pretty negative, not to trust 
anyone?!?! 

TB: Well, we had probless before with people not giving| 

you your soney. You give 100% on stage and you found you got| 
ripped off. 

) 
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72 Do you have any tour cosing up? 

TB: We started it last Saturday at the Sundance with DRI 

d HOLY TERROR. It was a real good show. 

i'\ TT: Are you gonna tour the entire country? Where are you| 

going next? 

TB: We're touring most of the East Coast now, we're 

trying to get some shows set up on the Mest Coast while 

we're touring the East Coast. There's a couple shows in | 

Texas we wight do. 
TT: Any shows in Philly? 

1's not positive, 1 don’t think so. This Wednesday 

T7: How would you describe the personalities of each| 

seaber of the band? 
TB: Personalities of each member of the band? Well,|, 

we're all total idiots! Bill's the shower master. (laughter| @ 

N ~ 



is heard in the background) . We all have little jokes about 
each other. He stays in the shower for about an hour. Rick's 
the phone master. If there's a phone in the rooa, he's on 
it. (laughter) Chuck’s the doohie master! We all have our 

|| own personalities, we get along great. 
TT: How about yourself? 

] TB: Ua... I don't know.. Imaginative, it's hard to 
describe myself. 

‘ TT: Have you been to Europe? 

overseas. 
1 TT: What do you think it's gonna be like there? 

TB: I don't know.. I've heard from several bands, 
1 WHIPLASH said it was great for thes, they toured with SODON, 

bands that they lost maney, it wasn't all that great  (ed- 
what a sad perception; if 2 band loses money, the tour isn't 
geod? I feel sorry for anyome that can't appreciate another 
country, except under the premise of soney!) 1 think it'll 
be great for us because we get a ton of mail from overseas, 
especially Germany. We're gonna do 5 or 6 sh here. 

we'cd 11 €& s =Ny > 

=’ TT: How 

TB: No, a tour is being booked now for February, 

they said it was a great tour. Then I've heard from other | e 

TT: What are your fave bands? 
TB: The bands 1's into now are KC and the SUNSHINE BAND. 

NO! Haha. 1 like CANDLEMASS, DARK ANBEL , 
WATCHTONER, 1 like alot.. 1'm into alot of plder stuff too. 
Like TANK, MOTORHEAD, ANGELNITCH. There's a lot of new stuff 
out too that I like. 

TT: Favorite magazines or books? * 
TB: Fangoria is definitely my favorite nagazine. Well, 

any nude magazines, (laughter in the background) Bill, 
what's your favorite book? Uh... We don't read alot of 
books. We read magazines though. Haha. 

How about fave food? 

TB: Pizza, definitely, 

.
 

TT: What do you think about the revival of ‘60's rock 
and roll? It's seeas around here (especially in the suburban 
areas) alot of kids are getting into THE WHO, LED ZEPPELIN, 
JIMT HENDRIX.. 

TB: 1 think it's pretty weird! I've heard about that., 
Like I've heard BLIND ILLUSION are wearing bell bottoas and 
tie dyes..There's a couple bar hands that play that kind of 
ausic, but it's not big in Florida 

S ) TIR ey 

TT: S0, what have you guys been doing today, at the 
offices? 

TB: Just hanging out. We had to get the U-Haul fixed, 
the heater wasn't working. We spent one night in there and 
almost froze to death, haha' So we get that fixed. We've 
Just been hanging out here, talking to people. Later on 
we're qonna go raid the warehouse for some free records. 
Tomorrow, we're doing the same thing, we got the day off so 
we're just gonna be here, hanging out. 

TT: What's a typical day for the band, if you have a 
show at night? 

TB: Typical day? Well, if we have a day off, we'll sleep 
for as long as we can stand it. Make up, get something to 
eat, listen to music and just act stupid. Practice, you 
know, we gotta our little practice amps for on the road, we 
just practice, stuff like that. Me, Chuck and Rick just mess 

definataly! || 

' band VIOLENCE, I 

around to keep in practice. 3 

[ 
long have you guys been playing your 

instrusents? 
Bz Uh... Bill's been playing, like 3 1/2 years, Rick's|\® 

been playing about 5 years and Chuck about 5 years too. 5 or 

6. We haven't been playing our instrusents for too long, and 
we're still learning stuff as we play. 

! 

SRR b 
TT: What do you wanna do in the future with the band? 

TB: Get more popular. To be received more.. Be popular, 

you know, sometises it's just depressing when a band comes 

out of nowhere and gets on a major label. It's just half 

rate susic, and here we are giving 100% . We'd like to 
expand a little more. 

TT: Are you thinking of any bands in particular when you 
mention that? 

TB: Yeah! There's several bands.. 

el free to drop names. 
ike RIGOR MORTIS! 

agree with you 100%! They sent me a tape, and 1 

can't even see why they have an albus out in the first 
place. There music is just too generic, and there's nothing 

special to it, so I wondering that sase thing. 
TB: They aust just know someone at the label..And that 

don’t think they're all that hot. That's 
just ay opinion, if people like ‘em fine. 

TT: Well, I've heard of people into VIOLENCE but RIGOR 
MORTIS, 1 don’t know... 

TB: Stuff like that is really what gets us. The bands| 

been playing for a long tise. Since MANTAS, Rick and Chuck 
have been trying to do stuff. And now things are finally| 
starting to work out.. 

A 

R T A 
TT: 1t sounds like a lotta fun being in your band, and 

getting the chance to tour. What's the best part about it? 
TB: Uh... Best part of being in a band? Just being able 

to tour together...Uh, the fact your touring together, 
naking money, playing the music you like, especially. 

TT: Are you guys well received in Florida? 

TB: Uh... Miami has a real big scene, in the last year 
it's picked up a lot. Orlando is pretty good. Tampa used to 
be good but now it's just shit. 

TT: Alot of senior citizens going to DEATH shows? 
TB: hahaha! No. 

TT: 1 hear Florida is a big senior citizens outpost! 

TB: Yeah... Miami's real good (ed- for senior citizens? 
Maybe ey granny would wanna move there?) 

TT: Does the band pay your bills at hose, and food? 
TB: On the road? Well, serchandise. That's where we 

get alot of our wmoney from.. I's keeping a part time job, 
for now with my dad. And when we go on the road, serchandise 
helps out alot. 

TT: What do you do at home? 
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TB: Construction work, with ay dad. 
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TT: Any closing cosaents? 

TB: Bill wanted to ask you a question: why you quit 
writing to MASSACRE? 

T7: 1don't know if 1 quit writing. Maybe he never wrote 

wrote me back (ed- I just realized that 1 never wrote to 
Bill in the first place. I got a letter or two from Rick and 
used to correspond regularly with Mike Borders..) I was 
writing to Mike for a long tise, and got a letter or two 
froa Rick.. 

TB: Yeah, he was just playing around. Well, Mike Borders 

he's just a big asshole, you have to know the guy. You can't 

tell through the letters but he's a big ass... THat's why 
they gave hia the boot. And I just started playing when I 

got in the band with them, so they had a lot of thes to be 
to themselves. And, the band wasn't really touring or 
anything, so I just jusped in and started learning 
everything. 

TT: Oh, that's cool.. Is Rick stil writing everyone? 

TB: Yeah, well. On the back of the record is Bill's 

address. We, like, write everyone back within two days or 
something. 

TT: Yeah, that's a big hobby of mine. Keeping penpals, 
not just talking about susic, just writing and learning 
about other people. It's interesting. 

TB: Yeah, like fron South America.. People write us, 

they can't even find our first or second record so it's 
pretty difficult. 

| TT: About Mike, last I heard from him, he was engaged. 
id he ever get married? 

TB: I don‘t know. He's working for his dad, he got all 
his hair cut off. Towards the end, before he got kicked out, 

he didn’t want to practice and wanted to run the band.. 

M K, 
thanks for doing the interview. 

TB: OK, thanks. Take it easy... 

DEATH, PO Box 644, Seffner, FLA. 33564. 

I guess I'll get going.. I'll see you soon,|. 

EVERGREE 

COCK BLVI 

GHTON MUSIC CENTER| 
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_|don’t like? 

’ things in the painting, but it looks really good. 

—_— 
Thad a SEPULTURA interview in *Total Thrash® #7, but 

that was over two years ago. I had the pleasure to spend 
sose time in New York City with SEPULTURA's Max Cavalera and 
the band’s U.5. representative, Borivoj Krgin. 1'd like to 
thank both of these fellows for cooperating on 
interview, and big thanks to Borivoj and his lovely family 
for their kindness to me. As many of you know, SEPULTURA 
will be releasing their first albua in the USA in April on 
Roadracer Records. It is entitled “Beneath The Remains®. 
Luckily, I had the opportunity to listen to the record a few 
tises and it sounds fantastic! Enjoy this interview with 

4Max, and note that questions and comments assigned *BK" can 
be attributed to Borivoj. 

TT: How do you like New York? What do you enjoy sost 
and least? 

HC: Nothing, haha.. No... I enjoy the city, I enjoy the 
record stores and the shows, the hardcore show last night 

was good. I like the city in general, really. And what I 

I think it's drinks. It's too expensive, 

BK: Only in clubs, dickhead! 

HC: Yeah! But it's expensive. Some stupid people. I 

don’t have time yet to say what I really don‘t like! 
TI: Is it similar to anywhere in Brazil? 

HC: It looks like Sao Paulo but it's different. You 
can make some comparisations (ed-I think he means 
comparisons) 

0K, say anything you want about the new albue. 
: The albus is..Uh, I like it. It was recorded in 

Rio, in a 24 track studio and we use Aserican producer, 

Scott Burns, he's an engineer but he help us in the 
production of the albue. It will be 9 songs, the albus. We 

call it "Beneath The Remains". 1 think it's the best thing 

we've done until done. I think it's really brutal, 

technical, selodical- everything! 

MC: We don't know yet. We're trying to decide between 
two covers, because it was painted by Michael Wieland (?!) 

the same guy the paint the cover for H.P. Lovecraft books. 

It's a really good painting, we don't decide yet what we 
use, It's difficult to explain because there's a lot of 

MC: No, Idon't think so. This title is more into punk 
stuff, you know, like war things- punk bands talk nore 
about this... We don’t want to sake a punk cover, like black 

or white fotos or something like this. The cover will be 
really strong, 

this| e 

TT: What will the cover have? p 

TT:  Any concept behind the title *Beneath The Remains™? 1 
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TT: How is the scene nom in your city and the rest of 

Brazil? 
KC: Well, in Belo Horizonte, it's OK but it's not grown 

up. It looks the same as one year ago. 1 think in Sao 

Paulo they are coming together really qood now. Nore things 

are happening in this city. In Rio, 1 think it's really bad 

now. Just the band and the people playing. Benerally tl’e 

N | people hate heavy setal and punk stuff, They really don't 

like it. 

some bands like to sing about Nazis or being Nazis... 

MC: 1 think you don’t have a problems, you know. I 

real ideal what the Nazis meant and things like this. They 

are singing just to look aggressive because they think it's 

aggressive talking about this. 1 think all these bands are 
changing now, because they get real bad reviews in Europe, 

o | especially in Beraany the people don't like it. 

TT: s there a problea with Nazis in Brazil? It seess|; 

think the bands that talk about this, they don't have the |g 

o 
Tt 1 know there’s alot of famous jazz and samba music 

% |that comes out of Brazil. What do you think about it? 

MC: I don't like it. I think they're playing good, but 
the old music 1 don't care about. 1 think it's too boring 

for me. 

song? 

T 

BK: Igor- piece of shit...Haha! 

MC: Let's start with Igor. Igor is ay brother, he is 

Llikes hardcore alot, kind of amusic like NAPALM DEATH and 
real noisy bands, R.D.P, he don't like to talk he likes to 

day is the things he do. Andreas is more cala. He likes to 

'7 stay in the room playing acoustic guitar, you know? He 

likes alot of different things, classical things and 

guitarists and he's quiet too. He drinks alot. Paulo..No 
conment! No, Paulo is the most different from the band. I 
think he doesn't walk too much with us, he doesn’t go to the 

ase places. He got different friends.. We met him at a 

ehearsal place in Neinburg (?!). In general, he lives 

ithout SEPULTURA, with other friends. 1 like to listen to 

usic, to travel, I love shows... Playing live, Listen to 

usic, play football (American soccer)- it's good. Not too 
any things to do.. I like to drink, go to the rehearsal, 

TT: What's your favorite and least favorite SEPULTURA ‘ 

MC: My favorite song "Mass Hypnosis® from "Beneath The|d 

*|Remains". I think the songs I like less is "Show Me The & 

Can you describe each sember of the band with a few 

the drusser. He's a quiet, he doesn't talk too much. He | 

{|skate. He plays music, sleep, play druss and skate every| feg 

TT: What does your family think of the band? 

What is SEPULTURA's main weak point? 

1 don’t know what the weak point is. 

BK: 

play. We don't do nething beside play, I don't have 

some real qood music and make a popularity. 

BK: Do you think you can make original music? 

METALLICA and DEATH, then they can write new material! 

MC: They don’t care. I think they don't like the music| 

@|but they don't care. MWe are doing this and they don't férce| 

us to do another thing because we get sose good things sof 

they don't talk shit like get a job, cut the hair. We are| 

playing and have our own money to buy instruments, so theyl 
don't care. They don’t like the songs...You understand.. 

1 Weak point?! Equipsent. We don’t have good| 
equipaent. I think the weak thing is the...uh...something.. 

What expectations do you have for SEPULTURA in thel 
next few years? In terss of popularity. How far do youl o 

MC: I don't know. I think we can go because we like to 

I think not yet. We're trying to get some original 
things. 1It's difficult because we like aggressive stuff, 
sore energy and this I think is not successful in the U.5. 

BK: He tells me to send him new albuss by SLAYER, |k 
EXDDUS, and after he hears the new albuss, that‘s when they 
start writing! Haha! They can't start writing material for 
anew albun before he hears the new SLAYER, TESTAMENT, 

a job 
and don’t go to school, nothing. Just play. Bo I think in| k& 
a few years, we keep this work, in a few years we can make| . 

. SN = 
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say "Hey, you're Max froa SEPULTURA!"™ 

BK: No, they come up to him and say "Hey, you piece of 

MC: Some of them. Metal people but not regular people. e 

BK: They don’t like hia! 
MC: 1 .don't like thes. 
BK: But there's more of thea, haha' 

Hey man, you're fucking this interview! 
spending tape. 

TM: Do ynu people in your city ever come up to you an 

He's| 

Do you like picking your nose? 

Yeah! I try to keep clean! 1 like more when I'n 

at Borivoj's house. I pick the nose and put on the wall and 

‘ he can reaeaber me when I come back to Brazil!! 
BK: He does that in Brazil. 

e 



0K, what's your favorite anisal? 

Borivoj! Ha! 
Favorite food. 
Feijoada!! Feijoada... 
Favorite color. 
Breen. g 

What do you think of the following types of susict 

western? 
1 like it! It's very heavy! 

Classical, 
I dont like too auch. 
Sasba. 
1 hate. 
Opera. P 

NC: Same of classical. Some susics. 
Would you ever cut your hair real short? 
No, because it doesn’t look cool! Ha! 

MC: If 1 would cut my hair? For what? No, I don't cut 

ny hair because 1 don’t want to! ’ 

BK: *No, because I can't get laid"- print that! 

{Brazilian food) 

tho
cd 

T hope you all enjoyed the interview! I'd like to say 

thanks to Max for the killer RATOS DE PORAD shirt. Judging 

from the one song [ have on tape ("Beneath The Reaains®), 

the SEPULTURA albua will really devastate. This song builds 

on the powerful foundation that SEPULTURA has laid down, but 

the band has noticeably improved on their instruments and 

uses their ability to make their songs as intense as 

possible. SEPULTURA has a great albus coming out and a great 

future ahead. 
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Although TESTAMENT is a band that Tdon't know much 

about (I don't have any of their albuas), I've been kept in 

contact with the band through many of their avid fans 
interview was done for ‘*Speed or Bleed® ‘zine in Chile! 
Hello Alfonso!) who've begged me to interview them, if I 
ever got the chance. So when 1 heard TESTANENT was playing 
in Philadelphia, 1 decided to interview thes. Live 

interviews can be pretty interesting anyway... 

I sust adeit 1 was surprised to see the incredible, 

aind-boggling popularity of this band. Imagine mobs of kids 
waiting for autographs, scores of fans lining up to buy $18 
t-shirts, not to mention the fact that TESTAMENT drew the 

largest crowd ever at the Empire Rock Club (over 900!), 
RAfter the show, I had to wait about 30 aminutes before doing 
this intervien (caused by anxious fans vying for autographs) 

but thankfully, their quitar player Eric invited se into 
their handsose tour bus for an interview. And here is what 

(this |, 

transpired between us. 

= BLUCKED 

So Eric, how about describing the personalities of the 
Juys in the band? "Hell, Thuck is 2 big bully, ina tunny 
way. Alex is kinda intellectual, his parents are both 
professors at the university, so his coming up was 
intellectual. Louie is a wise gquy, Bregis just Breg- he 
plays the bass. And I'm Eric, I quess I'm a wise guy too. 
1's a brat.® Ages? "Alex just turned 20, Greg is 21, Louie's 
23, I'm 24 and Chuck's 25." 

1'n sure being out of your hose environsent sust present 
some hardships. What angers you, in particular? "Un, 
probably when kids busp into me purposely. I hate that. I'a 
trying to play, you know." And how about the kids that treat 
the bands like superhusans, with all the autographs and 
that? How do you feel about being put on a pedestal? "It 
doesn't do anything to me. I's still the same Eric 1 was 
five years ago. I think it's great. They're not doing it to 
e hecause it's se, they just like the music and like what 
we're doing. I don't think there's anything wrong with 
that.® OK, what makes you happy? *Uh. Having a good show, a 
good audience, and everything goes right.. Being with ay 
girlfriend.” 

1 know that TESTAMENT has garnered a tremendous asount 
of success since your husble beginnings; are you satisfied 
with the band's progress? "Yeah, 1 think it's going really 
good. 1 think the third albua is gonna be a lot better. The 
saterial on it is such heavier, and our writing style is 
getting alot better. It's weird, hard to describe. Before 
"The New Order” came out, I tried to describe it and when it 
came out it was a little different.." I hear it's been 
selling well. "Well, actually, it's at a steady pace now. It 
was selling alot now it's slowing down.® What do you Wanna 
accomplish with TESTAMENT? "Keep putting out records and 
keep living like this. Stay on the road and gig, hopefully 
play bigger venues to more people. I mean, I'd like to be 
succesful at it and 1'd also just like to keep going and 
writing good music. Money and trying to get big isn't going 
to stop us from writing good music. We're the kinda people, 
we don't come up with something and say "Yeah, that's 

AMPLIFIED ASSAULT . Issue 3, (36 pages) is out. Featured 
in this all glossy mag is a full color TESTAMENT 
cover/interview and features on MANOWAR, SACRED 
REICH, RAGE, SANCTUS, HADES, DEATH, HERETIC, 
HELSTAR, QUEENSRYCHE, ANTHRAX, KING 
DIAMOND, CRUMBSUCKERS, an ANTI-GLAM 
commentary, and much more. This is one of the few zines 
with a magazine look and quality, but written with the feel of 
a fanzine. No metal fan should walk away disappointed. For 
$2.00 (U.S.) or $3 (Elsewhere) to AMPLIFIED ASSAULT, c/o 
Darryl J. Keck. 7014 E. Golf Links Rd, Suite 172, Tucson, AZ 
85730. 



y | cool®..How are you living these days? “Nell off, we're doing 
alright., We get money enough to eat, take care of 

whatever...” So you sound like you're well taken care of on 

the road, but at hoee does the band live with their parents, 

or have aparteents back in California? "I live with ay 

grandsother, she’s got a really big house. Alex lives with 

his parents, Chuck lives with his mom. Lou lives with his 

girlfriend, and Greg lives with some of his friends.* 

Any image you have of a TESTANENT fan? "Yeah, a sutant! 
Ah,no! Not really, whoever gets into our music 1 can't 

categorize our fans. You know, there was a heavy metal 
crowd, everyone was pretty much into metal but other places| 

you see posers, people into SODOM, people into GUNS and 

ROSES. That's the kind of crowd we wanna get. Our music isn't 

just thrash, we're not speed freaks or anything, We're 

really into it now. Before, when I was in high school, ey 

parents always said I wasn't getting good grades. They said 
“Oh, this band. Look at how many other people are doing it. 
Your never going to make it'.. I mean, if you think you have! 

something good, stick to it, don't listen to other people. 

Dont let other people tell you what to do. But what was the 

question?!® What do your relatives think of the 

band..."They're pretty supportive.” You said that when you 

were in school, your grades were slipping. How much tise did| 

you spend with the band, then? "I was practicing alot. Alot 
of times I didn't go to school. I regret that now. Back 

then, I was like "Fuck school®, I have my quitar and ay! 

job..You don't really think about it. You go to schoal for 

12 years, your last grade! Why don't you just finish it? 

That’s what I should have done! ‘Cuz I had like 20 credits 
for a diploma, and 1 didn't get it! 1'm gonna go back and 

get it someday, I mean, I don't need it though.” MWell, 

suppose you can't do the band or TESTAMENT breaks up, would 
you want to continue your education. *No, I'd get 2 new| 

band. I like to jam." 

. . 

Now for a boring question, what are your favorite bands? 

*Right now? JANE's ADDICTION, FISHBONE, FORBIDDEN frow the 

Bay Area, MONTROSE.. I like the first MONTROSE albus a lot, 

it's ay favorite albus. I love SLAYER, I'a just starting to 

get into the new METALLICA, it took me a long tise to get 

into it. I listen to all kinds of music, NIDNIGHT DIL, I 

don't categorize myself to just heavy metal.” How about your 

favorite books or magazines? “Right mow, I's reading a 

series of fiction called "Elrich of Melnebone® (ed- I'a not 

sure about that title) and he's just some barbaric figure.. 

1 like those books with blood and guts, slaying.. Magazines? 

1 like Thrasher magazine. I skate. I skate but don’t make it 
known, like take pictures of boards and stuff. But I do 
skate.* Are you into tricks or do you just ride places? "I 

go to parks. But they don't want se todo it anysore, 

because, going up a bowl, you can get fucked up.* How about 

your hobbies? *Well, I'a getting into collecting guitars. I 

just bought a new Les Paul. 1'm gonna start collecting some 

Les Paul's and old B.C. Rich quitars.” How about fave 

restaurants? "Jack in the Box. Nah, actually Mexican food is 

ay favorite. The section I's from, they have killer 

restaurants (Mexican).” 

om U.S. slaughterhouses and 
em as delicacies in Hong Kong 

his specialties are 
rooster testicles. 

organs 
resells t 
and Taiwan. Amon 

duck tongues an 

Food irrEarter Andrew Lee buys scrap 

really heavy.lconsider us heavy metal more than speed metal® 

A A L 
Betting off the subject of the fans, I did see a3 video 

and it seemed to have more thought put into it than the 
STRYPER video that was aired before it..."It's a dreas that 
Chuck has before going on stage. It’s about us going on the 

Monster ‘s of Rock tour and it turns out Chuck dreams-and 
we're playing the susmit in Teras, which is a cow palace (a 

real big auditorius) and the guy says “"No, you aren't 

playing there." On the marquis, it says ‘TESTAMENT IN 

CONCERT* but it says "TESTAMENT CON" and we drive away and 

the guy finishes the marquis and it says *NEW TESTAMENT 
BIBLE CONFERENCE" and then..® Hms.. The video I saw is about 
nuclear war and there are sutants running around! “Oh, 

you're talking about *Trial By Fire®. There's a new video we 

have, *Nobody's Fault by AEROSMITH. Yeah, that whole video 

was pre-holocaust, there was a war... We hung out at an 

abandoned steel aill and we're out gathering stuff and 

there's a guitar getting burned....” At this point, soaeone 
walks onto the tourbus and a roady says ‘“Hey man, you can 

just wait. I don't know who you are but we're gonma kick you 

out!" Back to the interview.. 

Have the videos helped you guys? ‘I think they have.” 

But do you think it trivializes or comsercializes the band 

to appear alongside alot of stupid bands on NTV. ‘Hell, 

conercial is just anything people buy. Look at Michael 

Jackson, he writes really good songs (ed-ahea!!) they're not 

heavy aetal, but he writes good songs. Look at TERENCE TRENT 

DARBY, those bands that aren’t heavy metal but write really 

good music, 1 think if it sells, I wouldn't be ashamed to 

say we're comsercial. That's nat saying we're wispy, we're 

just TESTAMENT. We're heavy. (ed- Eric aakes an arquable 

point here but I would think that if 1 was in a band like 

TESTANENT, I would want to draw a line between myself- a 

person making legismate music- and the likes of Hichael | § 

Jackson, who are corporate puppets projecting a disgusting, 

false and canfusing isage (through all his skin changes and 

facial mutilations, he seeas to say that caucasian features 

are sore valuable than negro features- a very negative 

sessage) to primarily young people. I's sad that Eric did 

not distinguish TESTAMENT athose kinds of acts lin both 

neanings of the word) F! 



One cannot doubt that TESTAMENT has becose very popular 
throughout the world metal scene. What changes have come 
about because of the bands success? *I'm not home, hardly| 

ever. This is really what we wanna do though, be on the 

road, seeting people. We think it's a blast.® Yeah, it seess| 

really fun to do what you're doing..."I'll go home after a 
tour, and be glad to get home and be off the road, but after 
a week goes by, it's like get me the fuck out of this town.* 

0K, any last comsents for readers in Chile, the USA and the 

rest of the world. "Practice what you preach! There is a 

meaning to that.. But they'll have to find out.” (ed- I 

think it's pretty self-explanatory, eh reader?!) Any message 

for the Chilean thrashers, who are really interested in 

TESTAMENT? "Eat some chilerianos (?!) for se. I guess, [ 
don't know. Do some Mexican farts... Wait, they're not 
Mexican are they?" Uh....No! They're froe Chile, South 
America. "Is that Hispanic?" Yeah.. 

' flt‘s kind of funny how the interview ended, with Eric 

under the impression that the people of Chile were Mexican 
(1 quess we all can be sonewhat ignorant of those who aren‘t 
right in front of us, I's sure Eric assumes any Latin 
Aeerican must be Mexican because those are the people he 

encounters in his area..) But it was interesting, I think! 

Look out for TESTAMENT in your town, but beware the $18 t- 

shirts! 

TRERD- E8 Dena 
I reviened fron Singapore called NCTENERON Last issue.| ll O 

Vell, now there's another band froa Singapore! Oh boy! These 
fellas are called DREAD and they play sone noisy, frantic 
stubf like their friends NUCTEMERON. The high treble, 
*hasesent recorded” sound leaves a tinny sound in sy ears| 
*sans’ heaviness and power. There's obviously sose effort 
soing into this band, when you realize the difficulty of 
practicing, recording and getting equipsent in a country 
Like Singapore. Musically, they really could be good, with 3 
stranger recording and practice (the drusaing is too fast on 
the thrash parts too, 1 think). Right now, OREAD resinds se 
of the first SO0OK deso! But I have faith that ina year, 
they'Il be sending se a such better sounding tape. 
Keanwhile, you can write tor DREAD c/o Azazil, Blk 3 Haig 
Road, $11-539, SINGAPORE 1543, REPUBLIC OF SINGAPORE. 

NECROPHILE- 88 Deno 
Hore Japanese thrash setal. Besides NESSIAH DEATH, I 

haven’t heard of sany new Jap-thrash bands but NECROPHILE] 
hopes to change that, NECROPHILE has a fair start with this| 
tape, which display a strong death setal foundation built on 
the likes of DEATH & SEPULTURA. A speedy unslaught of quitar 
riffs keeps the band above water, because the prominence of| 
the druss and .the uninteresting drussing style only hurts 
NECROPHILE's sound. T can definitely hear soue catchy riffs| 
happening lespecially in *Sysbolic Imsortality’ and ‘Last] 
Light Before Darkness®) and with an even distribution in thel 
sixing, NECROPHILE will be 3 band to be reckoned with. For| 
this deso, send §3. to: Takaaki Okhuea, 1367-3b, Katakura-| 
cho, Hachiouji, Tokyo 192 JAPAN. 

ATRRATD- B9 Deno 

#fimos 

HOLLYNODD- B8 Dexo 
Although HOLLYWOOD has no ties to the ‘setal® (in wy| 

definition, at least) scene, they still sent me they'rel 
deso. HOLLYNDOD hails fros Tampa, Flarida and 1'a sure their] 

fnother addition to the growing Japanese thrash scene i 
AIRRAID, and these quys must be causing some nassive heart] 
failures out East. Hith this tape, cosprised of three songs| 
of chugging, powerful wetallic ritfing, some ultra-fast 
speed and crowd-aoving slow parts , AIRRAID has certainly) 
pade an ispression on se. Vonitous vocals lin the Nipponese) 
tradition!) are tradenark here and they blend sellifluously] 
with the sound la strong aix of power/dooa/thrash setal). 
The constant driving beat of the druss and pounding bass set 
the backbane for the devastation breaking out. In a satter 
of tise, AIRRAID will be running things in the Far East. bet Just praying right this ainute that they'll be in the shoes| 

of GUNS-N-ROSES one day! HOLLYWOOD plays that style off Viskirotuion, this now! $4. 50 to: Tabao Sugiyama, Ming 246-201, 272 
Ohtaku, Tokyo 144 J8PAN. “qlasay setal® but T don't think they're nearly as good a5 

G-W-R (if you consider thes good). Mith the right 
comnections, luck, and 2 “hunky setal stud® inage, these 
quys could easily get snatched up by a major. 1 can't really 
write a review of this stuff without being prejuficed, 
because persanally, | very rarely enioy pop setal. 

SOLITUDE- "BA Demo 

Another up and coring pover setal act, with a clean cut 
sound that gives thes a spot in a scene that is gobbling up 
these “gore-free* bands in droves. To start with, SOLITUDE 

has & totally professional sound, sisilar to the 
Philadelphia area’s on FAITH OR FEAR, that should garner| 
thes a record contract in no time. Their sound is very| 

accessible to thrasher and rocker alike because of thel 

wltitude of cruchy heavy parts, clean production and| 
polished vocals. Despite the schizophrenic tendencies of thel 

band, SOLITUDE proves to be warthy of praise because of thel 

poverful way in which they execute their style, (Nany bands| 
that play this style just drop a lot of drippy, technical 
hogwash without any power!) SOLITUDE has the pover and i 
you're a softy for the “aedius paced power setal® style, 
this one’s for you! This very professional demo package| 
nith albun sound quality) will cost you $5. |Mrite: 

SOLITUDE, PO Box 613, Paoli, PA. 19301, 
3 

SATHANAS- '8 Deso 
Following in the footsteps of their fellow Pittsburghers| 

(7!) NUNSLAUBHTER is SATHANAS. Like their friends, these| 

quys also have cheesy, pseudo "evil® Satanic lyrics ["Hail 

Lucifer, "Jaws of Satan') and generic death metal that] 

lends a bit too much credit to every other death metal band.| 

Although this isa't the sost worthless thing I've ever 
heard, it really doesn't excite se either. 1 think you et 
the point!! 1f you're a cosplete death metalhead, you aay| 

want to get this. Contact: SATHANAS, Mikill Seith, 1213 St 
st 42, New Brighton, PA. 15086, 

THE L0G- 89 Demo 
Foraed by *Netal-Core’ ‘zine writer and friend Chris 

Forbes, THE LOG is a speed setal /hardeore band coaposed of 4 
few quys fron DEADLY BLESSING and Chris on vocals. Their| 
sound is 3 strong mix of power aetal, represented by the 
bands crunching heavy parts and hardcore, reflected by thel 
vocals and fast parts. The ausicianship here is extresely] 
00d, with all persons displaying their talents and even 
Chris’ vocals surprised se! I didn’t think a quy like Chris,| 
usually withering away in Garden State Park's parking booth, 
could muster up enough power to deliver the killer vocals 
delivered here! They're powerful! I wish [ had the lyrics 
because the songs here like "Mike oes to Denny's* and 
*Happy Days® sound pretty cosical. Anyone into the §.0.D. 
sound of netal/crossover will find sonething to enjoy here.| 
#3._to: Chris Forbes, 13 Carriage Lane, Marlton, N.d. 0B0S3.| 



JESTER BEAST- 69 Deao 
One of the biggest surprises in this issue has to bel 

this Italian thrash etal band. In the past, I've cosplained 
about the quality of Italian thrash setal bands in 
comparison to Ttalian hardcore like RAW PONER, NEGATIONE or 
C.C.M., but JESTER BEAST hs aore in conaon with Italian HC 
in that they really rage! They play an intense sixture of 
netal and hardcore, with lots of intelligent song structures 
and power! JESTER BEAST's energetic thrash wusic s 
complesented by vocals which are spewed out in insane, 
eaotional screass, The bands suss up their sound best: 
*JESTER BEAST is a strong energy transformed into usic. The 
neners of the band extend and strengthen this sensation..’ 
This band is fantastic! Send $5. for this deao tor JESTER 
BEAST /o Tony Lionetti, via Cibrario no.4D, 10144 Toring 
ITALY. 

WACHIAVELLTAN REGR 

[and NINOR THREAT, and 

can give you an idea 
[DAYGLD's, NACHIAVELLI 

Tabelled your typical 

they conbine bits and 
setal into their hardc 
interesting and listen 
quality, with 11 songs 

Another hardcore band fros Guebec (Canadal, These quys| 
cite influences like the DEAD KENNEDY'S, DAYELO ABORTIONS, 

laare info, write: MACHIEVELLIAN REGRESSION, 35 Champagnat, 
lLevis QUEBEC, CANADA B4 281, 

ESSTON- 88 Dean 

those bands (especially the DAYELD's) 
of this band's direction, Like thel 

N REBRESSION's sound cannot bel 
screaning hardcare, It's obvious that] 
pieces of punk, rock-n-roll and sone 
ore roots and this aakes their soun] 
able. This tape has excellent sound 
s (alaost 30 winutes of wusic). For 

TOXIC SHOLK- 88 Deso (by Evan Howell) 
BLARAGH! Sose of the darkest setal imaginable can be 

found here. While not scoring a high sark in the originality 
departaent, TONIC SHOCK want you to dasage your skull 

) 
whil 

Brad Keeney, PO Bor 67, West Mystic, CT. 04388, 

Listening to this sludge filled excursion. Although this isf 
deep, dark mctal, the production is someshat weak and th 
constant *chugga chugga® tends to get an my nerves after 
while, But i you need your daily dosage of creeping death, 
and an average band won't cut it, give TOKIC SHOCK a try. 

deag, and cons| 

TRVULNERRBLE TERRORISTS- 68 Demo 
This Canadian ultra-speed band has released their 

consendable effort. 
ultra-speed thrash 
CAPITALIST ALTENATION (two bands 

Hirst] 
idering it's their first recording, it's a| 

INVULNERASLE TERRORISTS specialize in 
in the vein of CRYPTIC SLAUGHTER, and 

they cite as influences) | 
with an ocassionally sid-paced break in the nayhen, At tines 
the rhythas in the songs are lost and it azkes this sound 
too chastic, but overall the band drives their speedy sound 

GOTLORD- 68 Deno- “Sodonize The Goat™ 
0K, norsally I don't print the titles of the desos but 

to leave out this one could possibly detract from this bands 
us...*appeal ! BOATLORD is fucking §-1-C-K!! First of all, 
the dean's cover graphically portrays the title of this deso 
and the lyrics are just about the sost perverse in the 
history of ausic. How about the music you may ask?! Hell, 
their last deso nas decent, with these sase perverted ideas 
sotivating the band and on this one the whole "inage® of the 
band is still hilariously sick (1 should add that if they 
take this stuff seriously, they are the sickest people 
alive!) but the ausic is actually pretty good, At times it 
can be painfully distorted, plodding and possibly cantains a 
drug-influenced lack of speed. On the fast parts, which 
aren’t even that fast, they maintain an overall grinding, 
heavy sound for the sost part but sosetises, due to 
production, the sound becoses blurred.. 1f you're interested 
in this excellently packased tape with aveage rotiction 
then send $5. to: BOATLORD c/o Joe Frankulin, PO Box 93118 

26, Las Vegas, WY, B9193-3118. 1 should add this tape is 
over 45 ainutes (11 songs) 

DEATH KOTICE- B 
Nothing special 

8 Deao (by Evan RowelTT 
inside this case of plastic, After] 

hose well. The 
if you're into 
Daniel Metras, 

tape has three short sangs and costs $5., butl 
this brand of ausic, you'll enjoy it. Write: 
169 LaSalle, Val D'0r Quebec, J3P 244 CANADA, 

be another cheesy entry 

TORPSE- 8 Dexo 
With a nase like "CORPSE*, you sight expect this band to 

in the race for death setal fase, 

pushing aside the anger/hate aura that envelopes this tae, 
What we have is, at best, a mediocre general hardcore/punk 
band. It reainds se of a We gotta put out & deso non!* 
band, which thankfully have been decreasing. DEATH MOTICE| 
never really gives itself & chance, and after the first 
song, things quickly disintegrate, Haybe a little nore ting 
and effort auld have helped thea. Contact: Mark Bernardo, 
5105 Duncan St., Pittsburgh, PA, 15201, 

but they 
good. There ausic 
intricate, but 

is powerful, and sost 
soactines the listener 

cosaon With Aserican setal thin the South Aeri 
thrash style, 1 feel that better 
the band alot, as their style sounds best 
production and this 

Guarulhos/SP CEP 07090, BRASIL. 

really ain't that bad! In fact, they are fairly 
noticeably, 

feels lost by the 
seeingly endless and uninteresting repetitions of riffs and 
lack of changes in pace, At this point, CORPSE holds more in 

n 
sound quality would  help| 

with clear 
tape sounds only a little better 

rehearsal quality. By the vay, the tape has 4 songs, one of 

This is 

this is & 
Productions 
go0d sound, 
green cover! 
SHEATY KIPPLE 
pretty cool 

brutal) 

than| 

which is an alaost flanless cover of SLAYER's "Metalstors’ SAVIOR, DA 
1f interested in writing/exchanging Aserican for Brazilian} dppreciates 
thrash, contact: Luis Eduardo, R. Celso 269 V. Progresso, interest her 

to buy  thes 

DBLIVION- "B Deno 
Mare New Jersey thrashing stuff! DBLIVION was forsed 
1986, and after a few desos and a fex line-up changes have 
revived theaselves and released a new tape. It features 4 
sangs of good power metal, nothing fantastic but nothing 
bad, just pretty "good® with little distiquishably excellent 
qualities. OBLIVION has an energetic thrash sound, but 1's 
just at a loss for descriptions because 1 can't find 
anything in the band that stands out- well, one thing that 
does stand ut is a positive attitude! You can get this tape 
by sending a blank cassette & S1. for return postage to: 
OBLIVION, 231 Franklin Ave. , Seaside Hts., N.J. 08751 

in 
o 

7208, 

Breat nase, great cosp! 

overseas) to: Nedia Blitz, 5610 SE Steele, Portland, 

Portlend. .ot Poison 1dea- €8 Cospilation 
As you can tell by the title, 

collection of Portland bands. Media Blitz 
has released this one, so it's a pro-job with 
cool packaging (1 dig the psycho fluorescent 

) and great bands- veterans like WEHRMACHT, 
ES, SPAITIC BLURR, DEAD CONSPIRACY plus some 
unknown bands (to ae, at least) like ANATHENA, 
JUNK, LB.C. and OBITUARIES. Anyane that 

setal and hardcore alike will find lots of 
e, especially if you can't shell out all the $ 
e bands records and desos! Send $4. (add 31, 

ORE 

2 

altimore police shut 
down a drug operation 
in  October  that 

featured homemade “$1 off” 
coupons for frequent pur- 
chasers. The coupons, giving 
the address of the house 
where sales took place, also 
read, “Buy five of anything 
and get one free. Open 24 

HYSTERIAH- B8 Deso 
Back with a bang! Last issue, | reviewed HISTERIAH's 
first deno and already they've released another! This tapel 
blasts at you full force with some feracious powerthrashl 
sounds. HYSTERIAH plays speedy setal las you can probably 
quess) with an early NETALLICA influence. They eaploy plenty 
of changes in their songs to keep things interesting. Their 
sond isn’t too far resoved from fellow Swede-sters 
TRIBULATION or even KAZJUROL. This 4-song tipe with 
excellent sound can be yours for $3. to: HISTERIAH c/ol 
Kronquist, Stureg. b, 26132 Landskrona, SHEDEN. 

hours. Tell your friends.” 
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DITCH NITCH- 68 Deao 1 TRUTE FORCE- "You ve Been Rarned® Tassetle 
Froa N.Y.C. cones this debut demo fron DITCH WITCH. From BRUTE FORCE, fram North Jersey, is the first of a series 

hat 1 can hear, the band is planting their seeds for a of bands to relesse their first deso on BFD Records. Mith 
future in the trashy, hard rock* scene coshining aspects of this effort, BRUTE FORCE had rezlased an ultra-professional 
their punk rock pasts, and bits of hard rock and blues. 1 ldeno with the visual and audio appeal of a record. The band 
can enjoy sose aspects of this tape, but 1 think the band| jspits out & powerful metal songs that bring back semories 
needs to concentrate on writing catchier songs before| of older wetal styles. fn eaphasis is placed on crunchy 
they'11 be able to ink the major label deal that sany bands netal riffs rather than straight-out thrash. My only 
of this style have been latching orto lately. This is| complaint is the vocals; sadly, they are amnoying, high- 
reconended for those with tastes in the dirtier side of pitched shouts that do little for ay enjoynent of the bands’ 
rock=n=roll, but not as extrese as punk/HC/metal, Nrite: pusic. Another low point is an abysmal attespt at a 
DITCH WITCH c/o J. Miller, 170 E. 20d St.-428, WIC, WY “ballad®, which picks up after a few minutes of silliness 
10008, but still detracts fron the effect the band is trying to 

sake. Anyway, heavy and power netal fans should definitely 
invest sone dough on this tape. It contains almost 30 
ninutes worth of ausic, ina ultra-professional package. 
Urite to the band for info: Netal Battalion, PO Box 3064, 
Evizabeth, N.J. 07207-3084. 

KOFD HONEBOYS- B8 Deso (by Evan Howell) 
fatering crossover aayhea enters your hose. 1t's nase- 

<3777 Aside from the nane borrowing itself fron Penn and 
Teller's magic shop, the HONEBOYS play fast, agoressive] 
hardcore. A wholesose, healthy (ed=771) production enhances| 
the redeesing quilities of this musical extravaganza, 
Although sose songs becone tedious, NDFD sanages to keep o 
handle on things with lots of catchy riffs and tight speed. 
The vocals (reniniscent of old AGENT ORGNGE) give this band| 
a tpunk feel and add some selody. This is pretty good. 
Write: WOFD HONEBDYS, Box 121 7146 Remset Ave., Canoga Park, 

GOD SAVE THE SCENE 
13 SONGS! 

42 MINUTES! 
FERR TECH- '68 Deao S7 U.S. 
FEAR TECH is & technical metal band fron the dairy| $8 Overseas 

state, Wisconsin, The dewo is an intricate veb of usic LP 
perforaed by talented susicians, but a poor engineering job) ol 
leaves the vocals far too prosinent in the mix. To makel 
things worse, the vocals are the tried & true "heavy metal'| i H 

screaners- wonderful! On the positive side, 1 aust say that (prices include postage) 
the quitar playing is the best I have ever heard in ay life! 
Granted, I haven't payed attention long enough to crap like| 
tguie long enough to notice his skill, but Jeff and Bary of 
FEAR TECH play. such beautiful and awe-inspiring notes that [ LABELS!!! 
can't help rave about thes, 1f you're into heavy setal (or . 
“guitar gods') you sust check this band out! Send $5/8b] WE CAN TRADE 
(outside USA) tor  Srian Herring/FEAR TECH, 5924 Courtney DISTRIBUTORS !!!! GET IN TOUCH!! 

‘ STORES!!!! WE CAN DEAL DIRECT! 
Plusner Rd., Wimnecomne, NI, 54336, 

WRITE FOR WHOLESALE PRICES. 

FATAL- ‘88 Deao (*Guts For Dinner*)- by Evan Howell 
Steaning dishes of sauteed intestines covered the table. 

As 1 slonly bent over to consuae ay seal, sy innate instinct 
to vonit quickly intervened. I realized with horror that the| 

WHIRLING DERVISH RECORDS 
organs were ay own! AAUUGH! This anazing tape has to bel P.O. BOX 822 
eard to be believed! Sonic bleeding toraent as five slices| 
of death are pusped inta the doldruss of your skull. Obvious| PLEASANTON, CA 94566 
influences of EXTRENE gore evident in the feeding frenzy of 
FATAL, Intense heaviness surrounds the songwriting| U.S.A. 

(*lanortal Aggression® has to be one of the best songs) 

ever!), so this isn't for the faint of heart. The band has) e — 

released two deaos, and this was supposedly the rough copy! TRRITION 38 Ton 
Yes folks, FATAL kills, Write: FATAL, 2195 Belaont, 
Hantrasck, I, 46212 

Hore power/thrash setal out of N.Y. APPARITION pla 
dged thrash with plenty of technical agoression 

¢ incelligence, This three song tape has excellent] 
lroduction, and showcases the bands professional effort. The 
lbend daesn’t distinguish themselves fron the legions of 
other new thrash bands, but ~their energy and effort should 

FATAL- "68 Deao (by Evan Howell) further their cause. Mrite: APPARITION, 126 Manor St., 
Another dose fron these sick sotherfuckers! This is the Plainview, N.v. 11803, 

follow up to "Guts For Dinner®, the well packaged “studio 
dewo’, fActually, 1 think ‘Buts..” is a better demo 
but....Once again FATAL try to find the sickest of things » Jo¢ Wayne Gough, 33, sit- S 
inaginable to write about, and succeed. Mhile the production ting on y: curbgm North : Derrick Stillwell, 21, was 
is albun quality, I feel that they play too damn fast on Miami, Florida, in October, recaptured at a luxury hotel 
sase songs. But this is seldos, and is still a good follow| was caught in the brushes of in Albuguerque in August af- 
up. They reaind we of a cross between SADUS and NUN SKULL. a street-cleaning truck and ter he had escaped from a 

et st died when he was sucked up prisopibad crew by having g 
into the heavy plastic clean- ired limousine pick him up. 
ing wheels.



STYGIAN- 66 Deso 
Out the bustling Chicago metal scene comes STYGIAN, 

another entry is the orldwide thrash race. STYBIAN is 
and heavy, with plenty of tight powerchords and 
vitals. The band seems to have taken influence 
WETALLICA (*Kill 'En ALL®), and driven in their 
experience fron the years in between. For a first deso, 
STYGIAN has eade their sark. NETALLICA/NOTORKEAD fans would 
not be aniss in ordering this tape! Send $4/$5 to: PO Box 
476933, Chicago, IL. 6047, 

SKELETAL EARTH- ‘B8 Live Tape 

TLO00Y ANGER- 67 Dewo 
OK, here we are in the “abosinable anno domini® 1969, 

and people still send se descs fron 'B). That's fine with 
ne, 1 just wish the bands would wait to release their newest 
projects and then send thea out. Onto the noise! BLODDY 
ANGER is an Italian thrash band, and a fair one at that. 
fudionise, this sounds like early SLAVER with upfront 
screaning vocals. Their susic isn't too sesorable but they 
aren’t entirely bad and being fron a land with very feu 
decent thrash bands, 1 quess they should be comended for 
rising above the noral It seeas, though, tlat they've 
changed their nase to *CHAOTIC €, (that € is supposed to be 
acircled "A", denoting "anarchy’ but it doesn’t cose out 
well on the cosputer)..so onto the review of their new 
band,. q} bottom of thi 5 pase. 

1f you read 413, you probably san the great revien of 
this band. Well, they've released this soundboard live tape 
and they sound pretty hyped here also! This tape has 13 
songs of *chaotic, drudge-o-aatic noise’ as the band 
describes, but whatever it is, it's undoubtedly enjoyable 
Listening for a thrash fan like ayself. The bands serves up 
their onn brand of thrash-o-rana seets sicko death aetal, 
and if that sounds good to you, then you've gotta check 
these quys out! Gargly vocals highlight the ripping sounds. 
1's running out of clever descriptions, so just send $3. and 

anta Barbara, California 
police reported in October 
an assault on a 41-year-old 

woman loading groceries au 
a supermarket by a man who 
was waiting under her car; 
when she began transferring 
the groceries to the car, he 

EVERSOR- 88 Deao (by Evan Howell] 
Pretty decent relesse fron this Italian foursone. 

CONDITIOH OF DEATH starts out with & doosy pipe organ intrl 
and than proceeds to blast us away with their fora of 
deathrash setal. This tight ritfing, booaing bass lines and 
some in your face drumaing cosbine well to broaden the 
appeal of this band. The only minor setbacks I found are on 
the guitar leads, Since there is only one track evident for| 
the guitar, a dinension is lost sonexhat on those particular 

IS, 

VOHIT- 68 Deao 
The first thrash setal band from Greece?! Well, VONIT i 

the first Sreek thrash ach I've heard of. They deserve erit 
for their effort, but unfortunately the ausic of the band on 
this rehearsal deso leaves a lot to be desired. Fortunately,| 
onside two is recorded a stutio recorded track tha 
suggests an agaressive, straightforward hardcore sound thatl 
easily saothers the incospetent noise thrash of side one’s 
rehearsal tape. 1'd suggest that the band keep practicing 
their instrusents, and when thev're ready. record a decent 
sounding desc- then, 1’1l report on their progrees. 1 
you're interested in the Greek thrash scene, write to th 
address printed for ‘Thrash Metal® ‘zine (in the ad 
section). 

lenjoy the noise!  SKELETAL EARTH c/o Travis Ogletree, 126 gzga" biting and licking her 
[WoodLawn, Madison, AL 35758. should definitely be checked out. 

parts. ALl the sane, this is a good release and these guys 

RIGIT GENERIC- '68 Deno 
Funny nane, but these Philly hoseboys really know how to 

tear shit up! Now, this is ispressive! RIGIT aixes hardcore 
and setal in an intelligent stew, without sounding contrived 
or generic. lnagine & chunky, seaty soup consisting of 
NUCLEAR ASSAULT, BEYOND POSSESSION, HOTORHEAD and you can 
get & good idea of what these guys sound like. The 
production is strong also, the tape contains over 30 minutes 
of ausic. 1'a glad to see a resurgence in the Philly scene, 
as D've heard a few good bands already (besides R.6. 
SOLITUDE, DAMNABILITY and Chris Forbes inforss se of a 
legion of developing thrash bands in the South Jersey areatl 
Pat Durkin, 5143 Nhittaker Ave., Phila., PA. 19124, 

ATROCITY- '6B Deno 
1should tell you that this is not the Comecticuf 

ATROCITY but 2 Geraan band. The nase of this desc is *Honky] 
Tonk Nonk* and with a nase like that, what could I expect] 
fron these German thrashseisters? Contrary to my first 
inpression, ATROCITY is actually a good band. 1 don’t know 
vho to cospare to with (that's positive already!). This tapel 
has 5 songs of decent thrashing setal, About all 1 can sayl 
is that ATROCITY is "good”, they're not fabulous but they 
have taken a step in the right direction. If thrashy, basic| 
thrash is your bag, check ‘these guys out! Eood production,| 
packaging and lyrics (especially the song *Ket (Get Ready] 
For Hyperspeed)® which is a total gag on that stupid, 
brainless soron!), Nrite: Mathias Dorner, Starkenfeldstr. 
24, 8800 Basberg, WEST BERMANY. 

THAGTIC ANARCHY- 68 Demo 
This is totally different fron BLODD ANGER. Neird stut 

here, they have sose selodic songs that sound so well 
written that possibly they can be used for TV shows (saybel 
they are?!). L.A. plays such sore punk oriented ausic than 
their previous band. There are 16 songs on the tape, with 
the longest song being 1:37! CHADTIC AMARCHY can bel 
“considered® a joke band but actually they are really good 
(they even use the Merry elodies cartoon these for theirl 
intro to the tapel. The band has a pretty good sense of 
selody and writes sose interesting songs- although I'n ot 
sure how serious they are sbout the band! Bood stuff 
anyways. There's no price for either of these tapes but you 
can contact: Pezzoli Bianfranco, Via Roea 74, 24026 Leff 

FEVERGE PERISTALSIS- 168 Deao 
New dersey hardcore blowing down walls! REVERSE 

PERISTALSIS is another up and coming band from the vast 

Jersey wasteland and play sose ispressive hardcore. They 

possess enough style & creativity to render se unable tol 
pigeonhale them, unlike sany N.J.H.C. bands that mindlessly 

sirror the N.Y. sound. The strong points of this band shine] 

through on their slower, heavier sections which highlight 
the powerful vocals of shouter Dave Silva. REVERSE 
PERISTALSIS is fast but not punk, heavy but not setal, just 

damn good ausic! This 9 song hot and heavy pounder,  with 
excellent production and packaging, can be yours for only 
$4, to: R.P. c/o Jason, 33 Cap St., Corterst, N.J. 07008 

(B5) - 1TALY. 

* A 25-year-old firefighter 
and an 18-year-old rescue 
squad member were charged 
with attempted murder in 
October in Newark, New 
Jersey, for a scheme_in 

which they would hit cars on 

Interstate 78 with rocks and 

cinder blocks thrown from 

an overpass and then rush to 

provide first-aid to drivers. 

Board is investigating a 
Dayton, Ohio, 

ecologist amid charges 
that he performed “vaginal 

The Ohio State Medical 

reconstruction” s_\xrgeries 

without patients’ prior con- 

sent. According to the doc- 

tor’s 1975 book The Surgery 

of Love, relocating women's 

clitorises would make them 
“horny like mice.” 
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ABONINATION- ‘BB Deeo 

One band receiving such attention lately is Chicago's 
ABONINATION, formed fron the ashes of the late great MASTER. 
On their first deao, ABONINATION comsands a brutal style of 
thrash setal, along the lines of MASTER but, not 
surprisingly, 3s aenorable as the gods. It would be hard to 
hold ABONINATION up to MASTER standards, but on their own, 

ABONINATION is very strong! Specksan's classic vocals of 

doon are ever-present, as well as a aultitude of sutilating 
riffs, breaks and double bass drusing. The only probles is 
the occasional and unfitting “snare-speed overdose’ which 
detracts fron ABONINATION's heavier style. The band has 
released this ultra-professional b-song job, with excellent 
printing and sound quality to highlight theaselves. Get a 
recording of it one way or another, you won't be 
disappointed! For info, write tor Marked Mgt., 8700| } 

rdale Suite 3N, Chicago, IL. 60456, 

GAROCK- 98 Deao 
A highly ausical effort fron this Geraan rock band, thatl 

even features electric violins! 
influence, but can 
brought up to date with guitars, bass, druas and vacals. I 
sust adait this is a change of 

enjoying this tape. Usually I don’t like the melodic vocals, 

but 1 really can't picture aggressive voices fitting with 
these highly ornate, classical 
this will appeal to many etal or hardcore fans, but if you 

are into MOIART, 
eaotional,, technical 
Contacts Lui Reichenbacker, Schonbarnstrae 5, 8752 Daxbers, 
HEST GERNANY 

This has & slight aetal 
wore be cospared to classical music| 

pace and I find ayseli| 

ausic pieces. | don’t think 

BEETHOVEN or just enjoy, 
you should check into this.| 

SCHUBERT, 
ausic, 

I 
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QUORTON/HELLDOZER- 'B8 Demos 
1 received these two *deos® on one tape, and they both| 

are totally ridiculous so I'IL revien thes in one quick 
revie. QUORTON's deso is a bunch of intros; winds that vary) 
in their sound but just stupid winds blowing!! HELLDDIER i 
one of the worst sounding things 1've heard, there are no 
druss or bass (I think), just vocals and quitar with totally 
anful sound that sakes it cospletely inaudible. Robert 
Arohein, Meiendaal 99, 3075 K6 Rotterdan, HOLLAND. 

TEAD RORSE- 68 Deso 
Strange nase, strange lyrics, fabulous band! DEAD HORSE 
regreseats Houston, 
excellent 6 song deso of blistering hardcore/setal 
The band holds the flag high for extremely fast thrash, and 
thankfully they are tight enough to saintain lots of power| 
with their sound, DEAD HORSE takes some off the wall ideas 
to throw into their susic, check the Iyrics out to *Scottish 
Hell*: 
shell /passessed to wear 
should also add that the vocals on this tape are god, this 
fella is one of the best hardcore screasers 1've heard in a 
while and his angry inflection adds alot to this tape, To 
those into the RIGHTEDUS PIES, BLODDCUN style of thrash, 1'd 
highly reconsend this tape! It has & songs with fantastic 
production, neato lyrics and a sicko cover! $4, ta: 
Haaga, 3620 1/2 Broadway, Houston, TX. 77017. 

Texas hardcore proudly with  this 
thrash! 

‘Satan  kissed my  doglcracked his  moral 
the kilt/in his scottish hell”. I 

Randy 

"‘ 
DISTORTED WORLD- ‘68 Deso 

in soae different sounding slover sections to keep 
fron sounding generic. The sound quality is goad, but 

the extrese speed. Eut if 
you should contact the band, Write: Pat, 
hill, PA. 17011, 

#0 Box 342, 

DISTORTED MORLD is a new band straight outta Harrisburg | 
playing the infasous "noisecare® thrash style. They have th 
speedy thrash sound rewiniscent of NAPALM DEATH but also aiy 

thing: 

tises the band sounds untight on the fast parts, because of 
You agpreciate this kinda stuff | 

i 1 A, I 
EVICTION- 80 Dens 
For a city of 

tso I'n told) of 
NECROPOLIS, EVICTION is one of the presier 
city and on their second tape, 
Pittsburgh’s reputation. This tape is a very strong release] 
ron EVICTION, with enough speed and heaviness to keep any 
thrasher happy. 
their sound in a particular style or bring to ay aind any 
specific bands. 
Porter whose voice sounds grutt 
contrived growl. EVICTION is cne band with a bright future 
ahead! You can write the band for 
this deao. EVICTION, 12 Victory Ln., Lestsdale, PA. 15055, 

its size, Pittsburgh has the best scene 
anywhere on the east cosst. Besides 

bands in that 
they display the reason for| 

Unlike many bands, they don’t pigecnhole 

The raw sounds are cosplesented by Todd 
without coning off like a 

sore inforaation about 

this hinself, 

TRON WARRIOR- ‘68 Deag 
*Canada’s One Kan Thrash Band® says the prosn sateriall 

for IRON ARRIOR, and although only one quy has done all off 
you shouldn't 

joke! On the contrary, IRON WARRIOR Dana Lee has crafted af 
very professional three song deao containing soae iapressivel 
death setal! Doosy slower sections are the aost sesorablel 

7 | here, and the actual 
powerful. The fast parts sound a bit too basic and Dana's 
drunaing sounds more like a tiring thud rather than g 
ausically creative sound. Like I said before, this is prettyl 
powerful and for the aost part is enjoyable. I think in the| 

assuse this is sose sort off 
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cosposition of the songs s pretty] 

have & powerful "in your face” crunch, the druss and bass| 
teep the sound driving and everything sounds fine...unti) 
the vocals come in! Unfortunately, the vocals hav 

todo with the fact that Bobby 
produced the tape, but 1'd much prefer his vocals to the) 
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ASTOROTH- 89 Deao = 
ASTOROTH has._entered the underground scene with this| 

deo, displaying @ frenetic power setal sound. The guitars 

predosinant placesent in the mix and to add to this, the, 

are about 45 heavy 35 a feather! This sight have something 
*Blite* fron OVERKILL 

ones here! 0n a positive note, the band does have somel 
/| strong pouer - setal aterial, althcugh even  they're 

cospositions can lapse into genericness at tises. fny fan of 
the OVERKILL or HALLOK'S EVE style of setal should take an 
interest in this band. ASTOROTH, PO Box 533, Fords, N.. 

] 
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08863, 

~dJ LOUDBLAST- '67 Deno 
This tape is cosprised of two demos from France's 

LOUDBLAST, who have since released their split record with 
mummm AGRESSOR. On the desos, LOUDBLAST proves to be 
2 conpetent thrash band , who, with practice will surelyl 
gain much attention fros the underground scene. Lacking on) 

the deaos are top quality vocals and production, but I think| 

the band can correct these flaws easily with a bit more| 

attention, and probably already have with their split LP| 

(which I look forward to hearing). 
strang, producing a plethora of interesting riffs, which is 

Jsupported by strong backbeat and bass. LOUDBLAST's weakest 
point is evident when they try to play at high spee 
just falls apart. 

etal style, they'll have such wore success. 

The rhytha section sounds| 

it} 
But, if they stick to their powerthrash) 

=S REALLY 
coME THAT 
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future a strong drusser would help greatly. To get this, — 
send 45 or for info send | LR.C. to: IRON WARRIOR c/o Dana) 
Lee, 688 Antigua Cres., Oshawa, ONT. LLJ-8B4. CANADA. 

=l e 
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LEPROSY- "B Deao (by Evan Howelll ST O () 

Fosh Pit Records- 88 Compilation Loads of excellent soul torturin’ desth here. Hints of| SN NN 1SSl S O 
This cosp includes one song from each band that has a| SEPULTURA invade this monotonous mass of metal. Froa af _“ r ‘ 

Irecord or tape distributed through "Nosh Pit*. A really good country that has brought us BATHORY and Ikea erupt this )‘ fl 

idea! Anyuay, this tape is fabulous- the sound quality, thel solten quintet of disaster. Sweden seeas to take their Black FETISHES 
bands that appear (alsost 40!) and it even has an offset] Magic seriously, for the death isagery is so severe that one| 4 .A University of Minnesota 

hygiene official, inspecting 
the dorm rooms of four var- 
sity football players in 
March, found dried blood, 
animal entrails, a beer carton 
brimming with maggots, and 
various body parts from 

WHITE PIGS, PIL KLU, DESECRATION, ATARUE FRONTAL but, Eneay® while feeling unending 'Schizophrenia® under the 
seriously folks, this whole tape totally kills! This is onel *Lurse of Darkness (ha ha. Seriously, if you desire thel 
of the best cosps 1've ever heard..And can you believe that Blackest of setal, and don't care much about originality, 
1 got this for free just by sending 5 addresses for their] then LEPROSY aay just be the cure for you! Write: LEPROSY, 
aailing list! So, 1'd advise you to send then sone addresses| Box 1092, 751 10 Helsinghorg, SHEDEK. 
for their sailing list, and just send a buck to receive] 

printed cover! Sose of the killer bands appearing here are| | s aay tend to go on an *Infernal Massacre® against the “Unholy| 

e
 
B
k
 

their 'zine/catalog! What a bargain! Write now to: Mosh Pit| 

[ LReorts, PO B 85, Colorako prings, 0. 80332, n dfig bea;’r;ls sél;'m“:}js a]xrg D 
other animals. Ground glass = 

e - i 2 > an inch deep was also found 3 

TRRCHUS- 88 Deas ZA | Tectmolosical warfare atits geak. Fast, furious and in places in the room, along o, - 

Mexico doesn’t produce too sany thrash bands, but thanks| =7 intense these Santiago dufes rip through three tracks with| o with smashed fumiture and = 
S B |¢o ay friend Jose Adolfo, I've cone in contact with his band| B |the tightness of isters. hile keeping their susic confined g ripped mattresses. According 3 
& @B |35 well as a bunch of other Mexican bands he's recorded on aI to  techno-thrash ataosphere, on occasional they blast out to a dorm source, one of the 3 

[ I | compilation. ANARCHUS plays competent °“noise’ with lats of brutallly. Production is fair at best, and lacks on certain r' players “was always killing + 

= | SEPTIC DEATH influenced energy and anful solos that would] leads, but none the less, their songuriting and musical things” in his room and S 

fit in on SODO's old deeos. The sound here is very chaotic] ability aare than aake up for this. At tises they sound like| B throwing the intestines at 

W B | an eay turn off all those into the wore sanitized metall 3 aore refined VULCAND. They recently released another deso | || oypar players “for fun.” Phat A 

" BB | scunds, but those of you who crave stuff like LARN (R.1.P.) | vich should reign over this. inti-grug Lyrics and wsical| g P IS oy e RS 

R | PAVENONIUY (R.1.P!Y) and SEPTIC DEATH (R.1LP.!14) will find originality help WARPATH stand above the rest. Write: %);mn cially li 'dli?s : 

T 16 enjoyable noise here, Jose recorded se a cospilation off PO Box 52106, Correo Central, Santiago CHILE. orng ‘wildlife 3 

A thrash and noise bands, and I stupidly lost thel Rk "\,l%g;‘\“,e"\l)- e R 
track listing to this tape, but sone of the bands totally V.G 

BRI | ki11! You're advised to send 5. for the deso and ask for] ™ ACSLIVAO V. o 
*The Noise Cospilation* fros Mexico on side B! Contact: Jose| W | o e v B 

r. Adolfo, Capuchinas 10 Dtpo. 4, Col San Juse Insurgentes, 1 B This N.Y. power setal band has released this three song,| o 
[ C.P. 03900, HEXICO 19 D.F. 0 ultra professional demo and for their first dems, visually| S 

~< - and susically, it's really pretty impressive. Their sound| 
o ~ ~ !q ? can be described as heavy power setal, reainding se of N 
| i (o o — OVERKILL or NUCLEAR ASSAULT but the high pitched vocals get| u—) 

o [ DWRBILITY- 8 Teso to ne at tises. Another negative aspect of the band is  thel % 
g |t recetin, hings are looking brightert With the ridiculous Iyrics of *Gutter Bitch® in which the band spes . 

arrival of bands like SOLITUDE, RIGIT GENERIC, and out soe silly sexist nonsense 2b cut 2 girl wha's anly good| 
BB |0AMNABILITY, I cannat help but saintain a positive attitude for sucking SANCTUS' *big dicks™- in the bands words, not @ N 
2R |about the Philly/South Jersey setal scene. This band Jjust| aine. The band has put alot of money and tise into this tape) ixs 

5 [totelly surprised se. 1 didn't, in ay dreass, expect to hear feach instrusent was recorded in a different studio!!), so 3y 

] a deso from an area band as powerful and heavy as this| if you can appreciate a professional power metal band, youl . 

- wonderful sounding first deso from DAMNABILITY. Excellent should write: SANCTUS, PD Box 112, Blen Cove, KY 11004, — 

ausicianship, originality, clever riffs, anda tearing 
quitar sound stand out here, and if that ain’t enough then [ ==y L fi [~ 
don’t know what is! This tape just kills! The band is - WIVRQD- 88 Deao (by Evan awell) technical but not devoid of power, soif you'rea total Santiago, which brought us greats like PENTAGRAN and thrash fiend you WON'T be turned off by the narked| N 
catchiness of the band. nly bad point is the version o “Wy| | BN MERED B ["ASSACRE, now distes ot brutality in the fora of this band, 
fusrica® (NA) with different lyrics: stupidly entitled| P meemms gy (NIMROD. “Tine of Changes® incorporates technicality with 
e Ton FALY. £5: tor NMBILITY . A-23-Gockety. Hillx heaviness, and reminds us that South Aerican aetal fs 
ot dachiandi it o2, ' L] force to be reckoned with, Two of the songs are older 

1 naterial and show the improvesent made with time. 4| 
proaotional song was also included, and blows aay all thel 
other tracks on the demo. An added bonus is their attespt to| 

break free fros the solds cast by sarlier bands. Strite up 
another hit for Chile! This tape is a aust, KINROD, PO Box 
67-3, Santiago CHILE. 

-------; Wy _] 
— —— — — 

ALVACAST- 88 Cassette/LP 

1t always wares ay heart to hear from an aspiring band 

fros a country devoid of setal music. This band from Uruguay| 

(South Aserica) has sent me alsost 60 minutes of their 

ausic, which ['a pleased to report is good ol heavy setal! 
ALVACAST is obviously influenced by old IRDN MAIOEN, who are| 
definitely an excellent band. Under norsal circusstances 1 
don't appreciate bands that regurgitate a tired, old style 

UNLESS the band can glay with pizacz. nd ALUACAST displays 
an excellent aelodic sensibility as well as a dose of clean 
power to convert a fickle fiend like ayself! Anyone into a 

straightforward, clean metal sound (with dashes of speed) 

should contact the band. The band sings in Spanish (Bravo! 

Considering the nuaber of bands that CAN'T write lyrics in 

English, this is a welcose change!) and sore titles are ‘La 
Hora Del Atague® (*The Hour of Attack'), *Donde La Tierra Se 
Teraina® ("Where The Land Ends®) and ‘Caspos de Sangre® 
(*Fields of Blood*). They deserve your support! And all you 

M-fii have to do is send one blank cassstte and 41, to receive 
s Tagh ARy 1 sy TasEe MOKAGY ol Dhatia! 
Picerno, Abreu 2390 Apta. 201, Montevideo URUSURY. 

HORTAR- 8 Deno g 
WORTAR is another Chicago thrash band, who represent] 

their city very well! NORTAR plays predominantly fast 
power /thrash setal, but they seew ta have their heads in the 
right place, writing strong, poverful sangs instead of 
ultra-fast tunes with a few moshing parts. HORTAR, to e, 
sounds like a pretty cool mixture of NOTORHEAD, METALLICA| / 
and SLAYER with plenty of Chicago crunch! The vocals are| / 
sonevhat  EIONS  styled but a little rougher. 1 
Whol eheartedly reconsend this professional 4 song deso to) ~ = 
thrash & power setal fanatics; send $5. to: MORTAR, PO Box 
34938, Chicago, IL. 60634-0938. 1f you ask nicely, the band| 
52y send you soe neato stickers and buttans, and they !avel 
alot of other shirts, caps and bandannas. 
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When NUCLEAR ASSAULT recently appeared at the Empire 

Rack Club here in Philly, I found 2 good opportunity to 

interview this rising thrash setal band. As you all probably 

know, they have a new albua out "Survive (well, by the tise 

you read this it won't be new anyore- ha!). Persomally, 1 

found "Survive® to be a much sore interesting effort than 

many of the recent releases of other large power/thrash 
bands. There's no need to describe N.A's style, so just read 

on.. : 
A 
0K, describe the personalities of your fellow 

Salters.."Haha..] can’t do this in front of thea! ARH! 1 

never thought of it like that.. John's very driven, 

headstrong and efficient. Glen's kinda laid back but can be 

really aggressive. Anthony's attitude is like *Take it or 

leave it*, I'm kinda laid back, a little too auch.” Do you 

have any pets? "Yes, I have a cat named Charlie.” What's 

your favorite anisal? "Us...Uh.. A squid. No, it's a joke, I 

like cats, lions, tigers and fast things." 

Anything happen since signing to IRS? “Mell, we got a 

lot more money to record, we got a video, we got into a 

sovie soundtrack because of the video, things have picked up 

a lot. Now we've got a label that can really do stuff for 

you instead of just make promises. Ok, here's a weird one. 

Talk about your life. *I play bass for NUCLEAR ASSAULT. When 

1's hose, 1 just hang out with sy friends. Do what everyone 

else does, just hang out, drink a little beer, snoke a 

little pot led- do a little 1ine?!). Hang out and write 

songs with the guys. 1'm happy right now. The band's the 

aain thing obviously." = 

5 et .V 4 g il 
What do you think of the bands that always are crying 

about how hardcore should stay out of big business, then 

sign to Caroline? "It just shows you can only carry a pole 

like that for so long. If you're honest with yourself and 

not saying shit you don’t mean, you never come across that. 

affecting a pose, really. They fool some people up to that 

tige, but when they put that contract in front of you, all 

that shit goes out the windaw.® Thoughts on drugs? *1 don't 

think drugs are a good thing necessarily, especially heavy 

drugs. [ saoke pot and do an occasional line, but alcohol's 

a drug and a lot of people drink but they don't call it 

drugs. 1 think people should do what they wanna do, it 

shouldn’t be a lecture, you know, by certain bands. 1 don't: 

approve of thea either, everyane should lead their own life. 

If you die, I guess you're fucked up.* (ed- a friend of mine 

in the Pittsburgh area cosplained about N.A.’'s “drug use"| 

affecting their live perforsance and sound, and that's true,| | 

it is fucked up! There're kids paying alot of woney to see) \ 

thes, and it's an abuse of their fans to subject them to a| | 

bad performance, as my friend inforaed me)  OK, how aboutf | 

this death penalty for drug dealers? ‘Well, that's fucked) 

(€] 

Veah, *big business® but they do all that! They're just N 

_Nah, I'm not serious, I just say it with a smile on ay face i 

& so [ can get away with it both ways! haha!® ) 

~ 

Up, considering the drug dealers get it from the governeent] 
anyway. 1 don't think you should kill somebody for selling 

Ji|drugs. Then they say *Somebody died because of your drugs.. 

“|That's wasn't because of se, bud! I'a not defending drug| 

 |dealers, but I think you should kill someone directly to get 

the death penalty (ed- how about tie someone in a chair for 

years, tell them that eventually you will kill thes, keep 
" |thea tied in that chair until one day you eventually slay| 

thes.. Such a case is rarely found, and that's why 1 think| H 
the death penalty is wrong, Not to mention the cultural 

biases behind it- a rich person has never and will never Dbel 

" executed. It's just a farce.) Lt 

et N g B 

What do you think of the hip-hop fron NY? NYC is the 
center of that genre, wouldn't you agree? *I used to be inte 
RUN DMC and the BEASTIE BOYS but after a while, it got 
boring. THen you get bands like PUBLIC ENEMY who are just 

big racists. So it's gotten played out. It's good in the 
beginning then everyone jumps on it and ruins it." You've 

aentioned that you're touring, where have you been playing? 
"Well, we started in July, we did some dates. Then we got on 

the OVERKILL tour in the States, which was kinda 
questionable. In September, we toured with OVERKILL in 

| |Europe and October we headlined in Europe. Then we got back 

and had a little time off, and now it’s this thing which is| 

pretty auch over now. So we've been pretty busy since July.” 

What was Europe like? *Mell, it was mostly England we 

played. We got a date in Belgium and four in Holland but if 

you sean the U.K., we did spend alot of time there.. It was 
really cool. People are appreciative and will drive alot] 

longer to see you than people here. They'll drive across the| 

whole fuckin' country to see you ‘cuz it's only a & hour 

drive, so uh, people are just really into it there. They 

lappreciate you came over, 1 guess.' How is it different and 

similar to N. Aeerica, in your opinion? *It's similar, 'cuz 

you get the maniacal crowds. It's different because, 
lautograph wise, it's even sicker. You can't walk out into 
lthe crowd at all because they'll mob you and you'll be busy 

for 15 minutes at a time, And, uh, you can drink at 1B,| 

drink in the street, so people are a bit more fucked up at 

lgigs. But, it's pretty cool!® 

]
 

Tiny new music you ve been listening to? "Well, a I of[ e 

industrial stuff. The SWANS and SONIC YOUTH. A lot of weird, 

experiental noise type shit, THE ART OF NOISE.® Ok, that's 
all, anything to add. "No, not now..." Then a minute later, 

Dan added “Destroy straight edge before it destroys you. 

e AN\ i 
Thanks Dan for the 'view, 1o all the bands out there: 

reseaber not to cheat the people of a decent performance by| . 

fucking yourselves up with drugs or alcohol. That's the : 

public service announcesent from Total Thrash®.. Peace.. 

AN, 2 
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intercontinental phane interview with Marquis Marky (druamer 
of Swiss metallers CORONER), 1 was very interested. VYeah, 
the thought of connecting with another person so far away 
through these little black comsunication machines, and 
thousands of miles of cords is fascinating, ain't it?! Add 
on the fact that CORONER is one of Europe’s most innovativel 
and interesting new bands, and I couldn't refuse- especially) 

guys! Check out this killer kontinental konnection between| 
‘zine and band, 

B Rl S WL LW 

When I was asked if | was interested in doing an 

under the promise that Noise would take up the tab! Thanks| § 

be proud because of the country you're from, or the race you 
are? "No, absolutely not. Sosetimes it's very interesting to| 
hear ausic fros other countries, I think the Gersans have a| 

Switzerland, there's a few bands that try to sound like| 
Arerican bands like METALLICA, that's a problea. But I think| 
it's great to hear from different countries, you can get g 
feel from which country it comes."” [ quess you misunderstood 
oy question.. I wanted to ask if you think it's OK for me tol 
say "I'n proud because I'm an Aserican® or "I'a proud 
ecause ['s white". "Personally, [ think it's totallyl 
idiculous. It has alot to do with your parents, or from the| 
overnsent, not from yourself.” 

—~ 

Ts it imporfant to have talen 0 play thrash setal? 

“Hello?"... Hello, My nase's Scott from a ‘zine called 
['Total Thrash..*0h, yeah, right! 

frinking beer, you know.* OK, 1'11 ask you these questions.. 
First of all, what are your ages and how long have you been 
playing your instrusents? "Us, I'11 start with Ron. He's 
jalaost 25, he's been playing bass for almost 8 yeras. Tomay| 
is 22 and he's been playing 8 or 9 years. And myself I's 24| 
land been playing for 5 or 6 years," Marquis, what do you 
njoy most about being the band? *First of all, we are a 

E!ry strong unit, you know. We are very good friends. Second| 
thing is playing music, playing live, feeling the circle of] 
power between the audience and band, it's amazing." 

~ 

T have a few questions|: 
[for you! Have you done a few interviews so far today? *Yeah| SEOR 
ight! I'm sitting here till 7:00 doing interviews and| 5 

<ol X ) N 

but I think the most isportant thing to it is to practice| 
 [alot on your instruments, Especially for a band, it's 
isportant to stick together and try seriously to play.” If 
CORONER was to do a cover version of a song, what sang would 
like to do? "We've done a cover version by JINI HENDRIX, 
"Purple Haze® and first of all, we all like JINI HENDRIX. He 
Mas probably the first thrasher of the US. We've played that| 

b [song several times live, and the crowd really liked it so we| 
decided to make the cover version.” What the Eurapean| 

N [reaction to George Bushes' election? “Hahaha..Myself, 1 was| 
really, really disappointed because 1's thinking the Reagan| 
lera is going on a few more years, know what 1 mean?" It's El 
sad thing, I quess people here aren't as intelligent ag| 
Europeans, they're deceived easily. *How aany percent of the, 
people voted for Bush?". I think about 55%. "Pretty close, 

l/) - “Un, yeah. There should be a little piece of talent to it, 

7! 

OK, what activities do you enjoy outside of the Ban 

books about death-ology and stuff. Actually I's mot a real 
party aninal or something like that. I like to hang around, 
by myself. Tomsy is playing alot of quitar, he's really into| 
it. He's also qoing to chess school right now. He's got his| 
jown school also, with 21 students (ed- I's not sure if 
that's a guitar school or chess school though!). Ron likes 
to play his instrusent almost the whole day.” Are you quys| 
into reading any books? "My favorite book? Ah yeah, there's| 
jone by Patricia Highsmith, it's called "Tom Ripley" and 
there's another one it's a biography by a guy called Jacques| 
Misran (?!), and he's the public enemy #1 from France and 

"Yeah, ua..I'n collecting skulls and I'n very interested in| 

er Two really 1mpressive albums released here, do you| 
have any plans for a tour? "We're planning right now a tour 
in March 89 and we're really looking forward to that! We 
should play together with ACCEPT and RAGE. You know, it's af 
first big step and a great thing for a European band to play| 
lthe States, of course.” Do you have any imagination of what 
this country is like, or have you visited the States? *Yeah, 

L> |1 was there for almost 2 months, It was 1986, together with| 
" —=am [Toaay on tour as CELTIC FROST's roadies. That's ane of the 

easons we're really looking forward to play there, 1 mean, 

= 
What s the best thing about the GSwiss metal scene? "The| 

best THING, ua.. Right now here in Switzerland, it's auch 
better than what we had five or six years ago, when all we 
had was some AC/DC rip-offs..” Do you mean KROKUS? "Yeah, 
KROKUS and alot of other bands that played like thes. It all 

think is really, really good. The sceme is not too big, 
because Switzerland is a really small country, It's a 
problea to play here more than one or two times a year 
because otherwise people get bored.® Do you think it's DK to 

—— y 
B
 

sounds the same. The hardcore scene is coaing up, which 1 ) 

he crowd is just amazing. The country's great, I like it!" 
hat the craziest thing you've seen or unusual event that, 

it in English! haha! I'msorry about it but it's too 
e omplicated to say in English. It has to do with weird kinds 

pf dreans and stuff like that... I can't tell you in 
English, really,® What bands do you like to listen to? “Hy| 
ffavorite bands are actually DEAD KENNEDY's, MISFITS, HENRY| 
ROLLINS, and the DOORS.”" How is the new record selling, by 
he way? "1 heard the sales in Europe, over three weeks, was 

“ 14,000 records, which is great, I think it's doing really 
ell, we have a very good response fros the press.” ! 

FRANCISCO, cCA 84101 U.S.A. 

| 

special kind of metal, and the Americans another one.| - 

tands out in your mind? "Yes, but it's very hard to explain| g 

O
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do you have any las things you wanna  talk|§ 

about? "Yes' I really wanna thank all the people that have 

written us in the last two years. We've gotten really 

 |tantastic mail from the States, and the second thing| 

5 |is..Ne're trying right now to fora a club for all the people| 

that listen to our music, I hate the word “fan® but it's 

kind of fan club and we try to get much tighter to the) 

people wha listen to our susic and get in contact with thes. 

So uh, there is an address on the innersieeve. The whol 

thing's called Death Cult Lodge and all the people 

interested should write to this address.® DK Marquis, 

don't have any other questions but thank you for th 

interview, I's glad Noise payed for the call because it 

would be very expensive! "Hahahaha! Yeah! Hahaha..... 
tine do you have over there?" 5:00 in the afternoon.. 
nice talking to you and 1'11 see you in Aeerica and talk to 

you'! *Yeah, that would be fantastic! Thanks, man!® Bye. 

"Thanks, haha! Byebye! 

Bore Death magazine out since 11/1/88! In spite of aman 
troubles and megadelays, we could finally finish our| 

sagazine, and we hope to satisfy you with the following 

stuff! Ints,: REPULSION (the final interview, with 11 pix), 

MORBID ANGEL (unrel. pix), NO FX, SUBTERRANEAN KIDS (ney 
Spanish hardcore gods!), NECROVORE, FEAR OF 60D, H.D.0.,| 
NATAS, SONS OF ISHMAEL, DISHARMONIC ORCHESTRA (new Austrian 

> |grindcore noise band), DECEASED (megalong, aany pix), an 

many more, also European gig reviews, about 100 demo an 

vinyl reviews, TONS of addresses, many brand new kille 

bands from all over the world, 3 shrinked A4 pages full of 

ads, and that all in a well printed A4 format, in Englis 

and great printing- 54 pages!! We wanna say sorry for all o 

you who sent money a long time ago, we really regret thi 

delay, but we think the delay sade the mag as good as it i 
now! So if you are interested in this first issue of Bor 
Death, then please send US$3 ( please add $1 for overseas 

as it is $2. for postage- thanx for your understanding) t 

the following address: Gore Death 'zine, c/o Peter Aubele) 

1.D. Hofen 3, 7070 GD Degenfeld, W-GERMANY. Any band : 

interested in a review or interview, just contact us. I' 

very interested in collecting and trading records as well a 

trading horror movies (European systea VHS is best bul 
American VHS also accepted), so write! 

3 i, > 

On a happy and friendly note, we end this interview Buf| : 

resesber to check out the CORONER albua, Any afficionado of 

“lintricate thrash nmetal with a defined hard edge will go 

~bonkers over this stuff, and even an extresecore fiend like| 

e appreciates this stuff! CORONER tears it up! If you wanna 

write to the "Death Cult Lodge® address all correspondence|f 

to:  CORONER, c/o Andy Siegrist, PO Box 39, CH-5600)F 
The unbelievable third issue of U.5.D. is finally out 

(Dec.'88!). You'll find in it &0 pages, many interesting 

nterviews of INNOLATION, EXMORTIS, SARCOFAGD, NORBID, DEAD 
ONSPIRACY, FILTHY CHRISTIANS, DETHTOLL, DERANGED, BOLT 

[THROWER, DAMNATION, YOG SOTHOTS...and even sore. Also 

farticles on ATROCITY, MALFEITOR, ACHERON, PUNGENT STENCH, 
MARHATE, CREMATION, INSULTER...Also more than 100 demo/vinyl 

reviews, scene reports, and ads...it's a real treasure for 

fall perverted tape traders. You must order it by sending $4 
to: BATTEZ Arnaud, 32 Rue Roger Salengro, 62230 Outreau, 
[FRANCE. P.S. I send a free tape with what you want on it if 

lyou buy 10 copies of U.S.D. #3 (we reduce the price for 10 
opies, you only pay $30.!) All distributors welcome. #4 

will be out nearly April/May ‘B9 with NIHILIST, FUNERAL 

BITCH, DR. SHRINKER, DISMEMBER etc 

Lenzburg, SNITZERLAND. 

TENOLITION HAMNER- 'Demolition Squad® fan  club 

erchandise available, Demo $5., T-shirt 9., stickers $1. 

Make checks payable to Steve Reynolds. Allaw 4-6 weeks for e 

delivery. Add $1. overseas. DEMOLITION SQUAD, 836 Palisades| @' 

lAve., Yonkers, N.Y. 10703. 

TSprash Core" magazine...ihe first issue cantains| 

nterviews with FEAR of GOD, DRIFTER, CONCRETE SOX, RIPCORD,| i 

ICORONER, KAZJUROL, E.A.B., AXE BRINDER...Plus articles on| 

ITRIBULATION/DECAY LUST...ALL that shit on 28 pages A4 for| 

the modest amount of $3.PP! That's a bargain! So if you or ¢ il 

our friends are interested in buying my 'zine, send cash - — - — = 

{u: Jean Marc Ferrier, 2 Allee De: Sorbiers, 91390 Morsang| § 1 wite a ‘zine entitled "Thrash Metal® which is 

e e i itten in English. edicated to the promotion of underground metal and thrash 

QR gr; FRUKCE U courss &y (2ifp e O et o lacts. "Thrash Netal® is the oldest underground ‘zine fros 
reece, going through its third year of constant publishing. 

o if you want to contact us, write to: “Thrash Metal® 'TRUE METAL' issue #5 will be out in March | 
It will contain bands like Mucky pup,The Log, 
Garbage pail kid,Bestial invasion,Frightful 

2 cross,Demolition hammer,Transmetal,Alvacast, 
tekong Delta,N.0.T.A. Nadzor,Acridity, 
e Corpse,Anarchus,Skulls,Inquisidor, 

Scratch acid,Adrenalin O. .Raging Slab, 
Hades ,X-Men, Agresor ,Black Ritual,Atrocity, 
Slaughter Death,Merciless Death,Ramses,Rip, 

~ Helotry,l.C.0.Jewel ,Revelation,Doomwatch and 
lots more.Demo and show Teview.Scene report. 
News,ads.If you wish to know more about it 
please write to; 

CLAUDIO MORALES 
Casilla Postal 553 
Vifia del mar 
Chile 

Bands send all your stuff to the same address. 

B ( Punk too ;;).Free copy guaranteed.Video 
sher girls,Punks please write tooi 

anzine (Atomic), PO Box 31232, Athens 10035, BREECE. To 

lgroups who are interested in receiving publicity in Breece 

nd to be known to Brecian thrashers, write to us. 

AT R 
The Book Of Armageddon No. 4 out now! 72 pages (8 1/2 «x|- 

11) of interviews, reviews, and more. Features DARK ANGEL, 

® [vOIVOD, SEPULTURA, PRIME EVIL, ARMOROS, NUMSKULL 
BARGOYLE. Articles on EVICTION, WRECKAGE, LEGION of DEATH, 

MX MACHINE and REALN. Loads of albua/deao/show 

$3.00 (§4.00 overseas) to: Ed Farshtey, 

Blvd., Flushing, N.Y. 11354, 

and 

reviews, 
148-09  Northern 
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"Face The Facts® fanzine is looking for thrash/hardcore) 

bands. If you to be featured in one of our issues, send 

desos/records/bios/photos and the other usual stuff to: 

- Thomas Hahnel, Am Steinig 14, Bb01 Rattelsdorf, NEST 
GERMANY. Article and free copy guaranteed! No rip offs! 

“Battery” #1 out now!! 50 pages! Interviews/stories 

'3 Tape trader into: REVELATION, HIRAX, PENTAGRAM, WIDE 
S8 PWAKE, SIDE BY SIDE, RIGOR NORTIS, SEPULTURA, NUCLEAR DEATH, 

IRECKABE. ..wants to trade live and democ tapes. Write to: 
111 Roussel, PO Box b, Ancrandale, N.Y. 12503. 

| R 
"Knightaare Mag" #2 (english written) a thrash/hardcore 

lpag from Belgiua is out now with ICE ABE, NECROMANCY, 
0.0.L., DEAD SERIDUS, PESTILENCE, NOMED, EAR DAMAGE...More 

than 40 pages. Send $3. (postpaid) to: Nicold Blanquet, 22 ith: SODON, TANKARD, HOLY MOSES, ANGEL DUST, LIVING DEATH, 
rue de Halonne, 5750 Floreffe, BELGIUN. CCUSER, SIEGES EVEN, KAZJUROL, POLTERGEIST,  MINOTALR, 
- YRRANICIDE, VIGILANT, SABBAT, FORCED ENTRY plus Japan 

o i pecial, live tape special, LP and demo reviews. Send DN 5 

Attention! I have been inforsed from Zhesa of VULCAN r US $4. to us. Cash only! Bands should send us their 
E that the post office employees have been stealing letters eao/vinyl and bio/pics/logo etc. Story/review guaranteed! 
i with dollars in thea! It's very important that if you write| ATTERY c/o Ingo Buch, PO Box 302, D-6540 Simmern, WEST 

to VULCAND (or any Brazilian band for that satter), you must ERMANY . 

send the letter "registered mail®, which is the safest way| 

to send your mail and postal employees cannot steal your 

noney. The band has a new record available that kills and| 3 

you should definitely get (see review elsewhere) as well as| . ‘J' ‘J- u ]___ U“ v 
their previous releases and T-shirts...VULCAND c/o Zhesa,| 

Caixa Postal 2615, Santos-BRAZIL 11021. LEVEL SIX MAGAZINE 

Y ISSUE NO.3 &~ 
PACKED with intervievs from such killer 
bands as MAYHEM (Norvay's Death Gods!); 
MORBID ANGEL; CELTIC FROST; CORONER; 
DEATH; VIOLENCE; DOOMWATCH; MINOTAUR; 
BLIND TLLUSION; EVERSOR; NATAS; AT 
WAR; HALLOWS EVE; FATES WARNING; HIRAX; 
PESTILENCE (US); WEHRMACHT; TOXIK; 
MALICIOUS GRIND; GARGOYLE; ANVIL. 
Plus features on; SEPULTURA; SODOM: 
ANACRUSTS; ANGKOR WAT; SOLITUDE; HOLY 
TERROR; HELLOWEEN; KING DIAMOND; WENCH; 
ATROPHY; HUMANICIDE; VACANT GRAVE; 

Deathrash Hayhen, Japanese underground's pioneer zine,| 

#6 will be out soon! (A4/over 40 pages) It features many| 

interviews such as MORBID ANBEL, ABONINATION, NUTILATED,| 
B | DREAM DEATH, UNITED, SADUS, CARCASS, SINDROME, AUTOPSY, 

JURASSIC JADE, NAPALM DEATH, DARKNESS (L.A.), NECROSIS et 
etc! And of course this issue includes more than 60 dem 
reviews, over 50 vinyl reviews, high quality pix, sick arf] 

(we finally got a new artist!), news, lots of ads, sho 

reports etc! Yo, check this put right now! This price is U 

45, (incl. worldwide pkp) to: D.M. c/o Jun Kokubo, 1-19- 
Irimacho, Chofu-shi, TOKYO 182 JAPAN. 

NIMROD; HOBBS' ANGEL OF DEATH; BLACK 

RITUAL; NECROSIS; IMPOSTOR; GUNG-HO: 
ANNTHILATOR; CHILLING VISION; DISPATER; 
ORDER FROM CHAOS; POST MORTEM; APOLLO 

RA; CHASTAIN; REALM; ANTALATOR; VIRUS; 

NUCTEMERON; REGURGITATION (AZ); SACRED 
i, REICH; ATOMIC AGGRESSOR; DEMENTED: 

SEVERE WARNING; CENTURION; MANTLLA 
POAD; ABNORMA, GROWTH; GRAVE CONCERN: - 
INTRINSICS; TRANSGRESSION; LUDICHRIST: 
PAGAN BABIES; TOKEN ENTRY; HARDCORE 

918V; MORBID; and tons more! 

Also included are tons of album reviews, 

live rovievs, demo reviews, editorials, 
photos, and ads!!! Look out for our 
special reviews and editorials written 
by band members to show hov they feel 
aout the scene today! ! : 
It is also all PROFESSIONALLY PRINTED!'! ki 
For your copy please send $4 (US): $4.50 ) 
(W. Burope, Canada); and $5 (E. Burope, 
hsia, and S. America). This includes Air 
Mai1/Fitst Class postage under new U.S. 
postage rates. Please send US currency, 
Tnt. M.0. (in US currency), or check \ 
mage out. to Bill Parker, to: 
LEVEL SIX, 922 S. OLIVE, MESA, AZ. 85204 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA. 
Also available for $2 (US), and $3 (else 

where) is LEVEL SIX COMPILATION TAPE #1 
Foaturing; MACABRE; TOKIK; HUMANICIDE: 
CHILLING VISION; MALICIOUS GRIND; EVERSOR; 
and DISPATER. Please send orders to abave 
address. 

If you would like to appear on our next 
tape or in our mg, please send a bio, 
Photo, and if possible your current recor- 
&ing to the above address. Good exposure 

The Best is out now 

'i11e TFirst number Corriculum ififl’,o 

Mortiz,Hadez Hastur,Mortem,Devastacion, %r
 

Sindrome,lcath Power,Mesciah Death and more, 

much more.Send me for a Piece of it Mayhem zine 

$3 ¢ I.R.C. to: 
: 

/0 Ricardo Guerrcro,Av. La Paz 2295,Callao li- l“ 

i i 

i 

Pcru 

ES CREMENT need all bands stuffs ,feature on fort 

commg issues.Please seund mg BT0J VINTL/ THFY DEMC g o 

4y [EH Tape to the same adresst All bands will SRITE NOW!! OR CALLL! 1-602-898-9737 

tn rncexw\;earree copynl.l.Hnxll.llllnn.xlnl
n:saJSLUJK)PKT STELER Tk 

aved head. The 

the skull were 



1N.C.- *The Visitor® (Biant) 
On their second LP, L.N.C, delivers a disc-full of good 

sower setal ausic, with below average vocals. The record 
lcospany hype tries to sake thes out to be the next NETALLICA 
lor ANTHRAY, but they hang in there by their own merits. Once 
ou get past the awful cover, the music is original and 
catchy. *The Visitor* is definitely worth having over for 

AT TITIINE 
FUTILATOR- *Into The Strange" (Coguaelol 
piter gaining worldwide recognition through their first 

lrecord, this Brazilian band finally have unleashed thel 
lfollon up to the excellent *lasortal Force®. The opus 
lsacrifices straight forward raw insanity for a sore polished 
lthrash setal sound, but that shoulda’t discourage you fronl 
lchecking this record out. There's alot of sharp, cutting 

+ritfs and scratchy vacals, and no naticesbly neak points| 7 
libout this record. AL in all, count this as & solid 20d LP 

. Jfron one of 5. Aeerica’s finest. 

BN E T 12 L e ’i : sufih«, T NG & Rty ) 

SAOCESS REVEALED,SEPULTURA,LEVIATHEN,BLO0D- 

SiM. & AUTOPSY. Alsc many demc anc L® TELTIE FRIST- “Cold Lake” Moisel 

7888 ,and more. For your This one’s about as heavy a5 wet cereal. This is FROST s 

C< %2.00 to: No Exit Fenzine,P.0.8ox 703, iggest disappointeent to date, as you aay well know. HTY 

Signal Mtn.,TN 37377,U.S.A. pop songs dosinate this record, and the few good ideas 

Flanie' writ presented are lost in the sea of wiapdon. There are sany| 

repulsive songs here, nost notzbly the laughable, ridiculous 

and asinine “Seduce Ke Tonight*!! Need more be said? 

German beer mosh! AUUGH! Ran anda 

_Zkrisp, energetic speedthrash sound make this one 2 winner. 

= |ilthough TARKARD seeas to have gone unnoticed for a fex 

*s, 1 certainly hope this one brings soa: recognition to DEFIANCE- “Product of Society® (Roadracer! 

lthis excellent band. *The Norning After* is an agyressive The Bay Area’s latest prodigies, DEFIANCE, have released 

ut technical LP that should appeal to the thrash sasses. their debut and it's pretty predictable. Yeah, DEFIANCE has| 

| ] W—p——p v - sane pretty snappy quitar riffs ang delivers a ponerdul feell 

2 4 on this LP, but it seess that the metal scene is suffering 

P [mmmr:n veteran punk band an overkill of these EXODUS-like bands, and it's getting 

This five song EP represents “”t Yin® pm with rather stale. DEFIANCE is talented, energetic and aggressivel 

el GG BREEN presents sooe excellent FoCkH ;uv;— [ enough- but 2 little too typical. 1 you love the Bay Area 

il g itles (os t‘:fi\f(;]::"'m,zvm be, st best, sound, you'll love DEFIANCE too, but s ay friend Leandro) 

ji::'m::,z::ngemk' Trolt with & streng hardcore feel. caid 1o ne e need creativity, not ‘ke:bmnhu:/ 

The lack of brain cells aay inhibit your enjoyeent if your 2 fl,fi/“’fif;’ %V 

thought-canscious Listener. : K O\ N 3N 
FORBIODEN- “Forbidden Evil® (Combat) 

A UosD . ) 
W o STA sfi#gfi {f‘fin ; fnother Gay frea release. FORBIODEN has been hailed 35 

e . . ane of the new rulers aut of their area, and I can hear why. 

B ;;;;M[‘:“‘ e & | Their ccund is definitely the Bay style but this is sor 

4 The potells of fefach, MAVEY, Bk Hoally relouemd {npressive than above nentioned DEFIANCE, The band write 
® full of visble netal aaterial, Although this brings back Ut of clever, and very powerful songs with high rang 

tioctoslaf ik alil ey Tl it Haes (s, Che 7| vocals that fit'in well with the sound crested. There's o 
nd RAVEN's once innovative style has now been inherited byl Pt Uy o e 

(" bints playing in @ heavier, and more interesting siyle. 1 e : : 

 lhate to spoil things for a once leading band, but RAVEN's = 

: 
TS 

y IRAVEN albuss with such fondness, then you'll surely adaire A ;Q" ST //%} 

RAVEN's latest effort. ’ s, il i S 
ldays are nushered. However, if you look back on the old 

=2 e X TNBRED- “Kissin' Cousine’ [Toxic Shockl 

WASTED YOUTH- "Wasted Vouth' (Redusal 

Zoosing European sounding thrash with bizarre vocals, 

B 

o 
a2z /4usion influenced breaks and a lot of weirdo ideas, The |\ 
land also does a pretty fuony parody on RUN DKC called RUN | \@ 

> 

Bnather punk goes metal band, but these guys have opted 3 
lor 2 “rockin'* thrash sound rather than the expected ILSD in uhich they show their drug-influenced rap talents. [ 

orossover style. WASTED YOUTH play fairly basic thrash 4 think the INBRED is a unique punk/hardcore band that can 
jappeal_to those of you with an open aind. 

it Teanings toward the GUNS-H-ROSES sound. The packaging 

2 T uid % ossts that this albua is destined to be a classic, but this 

WVARGRSH- *Wny Fiay Arcund” (Frofilel 5 
lis just wasted space. 

Although the Boston hardcore scene has always abounded 

v 

KES}_Jug i with great bands, Beantown metal has never reall 
established. WARGASK hopes to turn that around with this| 

blo A sonic roar of raw power metal. WARGASN concentrates their 
efforts on writing powerful nusbers with frequent bursts of 
thrash, Sort of 1ike what a speedy BLACK SABBATH mixed wit 
HETALLICA would sound like. “m 

Week.” = — S 



PERESSOR- “Licensed Ta Thrash™ SpITE [P %snu:m— "Punishiuent For Decadence (Noise) 
- 

e best thing to cose out of Switeer] 
Suse really fast aetal fros this French band. AGGRESSOR 

ine! CORDNER has develoed eight songs af s:ndr\s:,‘ / 1“7:9 
1| PLays sbove average KREATOR-ish material with lots o choppy % pover and intelligence. A1l t it 

| quitar chords and speedy drun beats, aaking thea one ot ’ eriscnnces on oe nstrasmpe s 97 betifl 
. : ’ 2 ~peri: wents, and the awe 

France's Eemr bands. They obvious show dedication by & pusicianship should be the standard that other bands 
deciding to release this thesselves, along with their friend - or. Lok for their groovy video on MT9! find ook out 

: 
i . 20 on MV fnd look out for 

Luwmsv ho take have the other side. To get a sample of E £ Y [the COROKER tour in ‘89! Read the interview to fing out 
what's happening on the European continent, send $13, to: about this awesose bang i’ 
AGERESSOR c/o Alex Colin-Tocquaine, *Les Sesboules’, § Rus 

I Tritan-Tzara, 04600 Antibes, FRANCE. 

Soulstora” (Anthras) 
Fossibly the ultisate setal/hardcore (P to ever bel 

eased! DIRGE has improved alot, and added alot of manic| 
double bass drussing to their powerful hardcore songs. 
Coabined with a killer production and a feu new ideas herel 

4m there, DIRGE has produced the definitive ‘*trossaver’ 
record! There's plenty of piercing guitar work and gut 

- wrenching vocals to keep you fixated on this grest release. 2 
a [brite: DIRGE/Eric, S Windsar Terr., Holadel, N.J. 07733, . 

Look for this really soon at a store near you! On Anthrax ; 
\ [fecords! 

i 
l/ SCARECRON- “Condesned To Be Doosed” (self-released] 

More Beraan setal, this tiee frow a political conscious 

: 5 
s n \ v\) 

. OFSUULL= R ially Rotsed™ Treduaa] ’ \.\\\\l\\w\ q /// band displaying evcellent musicianship and stoprg . Expecting setal sediocrity, I was really blown away byl | _ 
fthis one! After two decent denos, they've released their R s vinyl debut. NUNSKULL specializes MY incredibly tight, W, ‘.‘};fi i it “" I b sose of !:e weakest vn(ilské ve ev:! hnr:; T:e band lshnuld brutal thrash with screasing vocals and saniscal double bass| (RS bRl “\\ W I I,,, lbe coasen 'f thn::n for fmpibife e 1 o [pounding, NUMSKULL coses across like a superior BLODDFEAST, W \\\“\“ ALl j |this thessel vesi, Ry “tuidepth dyrick e; ing :l 4 Turnad nd that's saying slot, since | really adored that bands ) - problees and radioactive power, asong other subjects) an » i PRI Cciving riticion of VS, otiey in Eurepeae sont - 3 Foutl (interesting. Thosss Heller, Sonmhalde 45, 7800 Freinburg, 2 Q) [iesT cenmany. 

ritfing. The possibility of a raging debut is haspered by 

ACTUSER="Experies Errors® {Atoa A 
Erinding stuff like old FROST loops, sorry it's on the 

| [wrong speed!) Onto the 45 RPH review (the true setting for 
this EFI. ACCUSER enters the Geraan aetal stakes with a 
[vorthuhile start, They play technical speed netal which 
[reainds se a bit of countrysates VENDETTA but this is not as 
lcatchy. A decent release but nothing great. You say 
that these record reviews have been kinda short, well, after 
reviewing 80 plus records and tapes I hope you can excuse sy 
lack of descriptions for all these bands, 

7 s ¢ e \ : 3 { AR 
8, e > “r 3 . W) W) i NOT-US=*Think What Vou Want" (Ni1d Rags] ? o 5 Ko This record is basically a collection of the best NIT-LS 4 A el lor NATAS) songs fron their deaos and their '87 EP which i B FATOR= "Violent Restitution (Roadracer] never sax the light. Unfortuntely, there's no new g 3| After sone tine spent in seclusion froe the setal world, recordings here, but on the strength of these songs, any fan 7 ! g N (FAI0R has cose back with a devastating new record, AALN lof heavy hardcore should definitely give this a listen. ) oy By [delivers a full load of intense, full speed shesd thrash lLyrically, depth is lacking (aost notable on old songs like Vo 1 9 = netal, Not unique or original in any way, but brutal enough il '¥hore®) and an other songs the words could be pore well | 22 g 3 g% |0 satisty any thrasher. 4 trenendously heavy albus that 1| ) developed, but, most of you should enjoy this on the = (¥, [highly recomnend! jof the music alone. There's plenty of WASTER influenced g stuff (reneaber that NOT-US quitarist Scott was an original 

seaber) on the older selections, while the newer tracks 
[display their uninhibited hardcore power. 

VILE o fre The True® (Coguselol 
Sespite the quirky sounding title, this Brazilian aetal| X i % . o g rob delivers a ear-pleasing susical extravaganza. The sost| T (0eF Rmericany M 5 Aliopressive aspect of the record is the unique style that] Mellow racknroll reminiscent of early ELVIS PRESLEY i Frhsc 7VULCAND possesses, sounding somewhat like LED JEPPELIN aeets (vocally) and 2 look that can be attributed to Sly Stallone! 90°s thrash aetal! Also notenorthy are the poverful susical |3 Ma! Seriously, the eusic here is sisple but effective rock | QLA v, A build ups and tempo changes, incorporating (on one or twol, With bisic structures shoving that *less is sore®, There's o g ons) various percussion instrunents and # saaba whistle! | ] [pluesy sound that is prevalent. Legendary Chuck Biscuits [WLLBND, a5 2 unit, plays tagether very well, and the fierce |38 (ex-BLACK FLAB) is on druss, ELVIS/BERTLES fans should. fing COTRICT {throaty vocals only add to this excellent record! You should sonething of interest. = % be able to get this fron *Fudido Records® (c/o Joe Fafara, <1 | & '~ [P0 Box 26021, Phila., P, 19128) or you can contact the band \ v at: VULCAND, Caixa Postal 2615, Santos/SP, BRAZIL 11021 = y ST MITITEA (TSQETE ) 
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ctier 3o, i 
25 Bangs gy EYONUS- “FabuloLs Tisaster® (Combat] 

F A scary, spoken intro about prissre leads into thel 

A 
Jefiance?, After  their 

up to the classic *gonded By Blood'| 

nded and released this aolten vinyl 

atriguing effect ) 
't have the sase i 

£ ausicality and _intensity] 

ard EONUS fan will surely 
ans will enioy i) 

=)
 

st gutal 
sappointing follow 

cord, they've respor 
e vocals still don 

ol Saloff, but the degree O 

jakes this yorthuhile. A die i 

orship this discy and the rest of metal ¥ 

nevertheles 

* iprofilel 
axplodes on LEEWAY'S 

ers have short hairy 
s of GNTHRAL than) 

TEEWAT- *Born To Expire’ 

Raw, punchy pover aetal 

swaited debut. Although sose seob 

e has such sore i cotaon with the like: 

beSTIC FRONT. fn excellent productiod 

aind shine thraugh, The vocals oEEastERE 

Seulas of Belladomna and thit ilks but for 

LEENAY displays a saund of theic oX0- 

Pl 

11y delve into thel 
the sost part] 

S 
{ratal Recards) 
t, UBUS  knows how & 
fortunately the dru 

Ltratast playing 
this record, bet ther’ 

e wsicianship! 
i just 3 

WG “Serpent Tesptati 

Louisiana death setal is efteC 

sy sone ear-gassging stuté but und 

P to rain things with ubitting 

lonly are the drues too fast o such of 

Rend to overshadon the other trusents. Th 

e tent, aad the soogs are all goo 

TTIEMN 
lchane zbout the & 

T Tt Fanés' (Coguaeio] 
HOLOCAUSTO has 

| xalR 
s i 

soee sajor es and have ispressed ae 3 bit more 

aiter alet of rriticise about their Nazi 

ied te change and now they've even written 

prejutice @ positive changel . 

oacé also, Previauslyy S 1 “Saoke Sune ki1 
ACA. SCHOOL) 

% zeath setal band but now they've 
another Philly rasper o0 

<inging about 

ules 9 

] 
\ s on the gangster 
everyday stuff 1ite lhusic has 

counded ik 
ra b ¢ intluenced sound, and while 

still destroys their older 
i T s 

B nging out, shostingss BEFECH Qs and of course seokind 

Tot of funky fresh sisicy potably BIL 
Wil ot e 

5270 i playing an unusual, Jerky 

f " ou aight want to give this 

s visten 
taining the HOLOCALSTO, 

4 3 tive The Revalution 

. 
g L s faneus marrative T 

uTILATOR or VALES 
tor Coguelo Recardsy 

B e, sEiOLY's delivry 15 D10 nd seratehing o 

ro- (P 30000, Belo Ioney is brutal. ReP ents, check this b 

AT 

The Vastiers FIaY 
el 1°a reviewing 

it} ScHOOLY has 3 
f Code 

IRCAT i ve) 
rap records, TSTERDY 

You nay wonder why the N 

a/dive sent thes to se, and o, be honest STEADY 35 

ot of actal® coning out nonadars. West 

STEAY B has released his Tnd LP, and it's| 

Lots of funky quitar, bass, piana and horns| 

funk, swing an 

e killer ausic, 
and STEAD's delivery 

he’ll be the nex 

el & 
heavier than 
fhilly’s oo 
lretty hardcore. 
are sanpled here fron old 
IThe result shocases saB 
hynes are only average 

Mith nore experience, 
is somenhat 

t Rick K-Oss. 
jasateur. 

Taise! 
er setal fros this 

e tion job puts the quitar and 

Tike it, The ond sanages L0 
typical style. 

tal with enough|* into an often 

elodic pover ae! 
265 MBI

 
JRECKING CREW- "Balance O Terro 

etal is the word heres 
N.Y. hardcore goes 

atchy enough to keep your attention: VAECKING CREV 

o eckugnized. (ha as a foraidble 1ive in the hard 

because of the strength of this release. The band iS 

in conon vith setal than B3 

to the sisilar sire 

VENDETTA plays &9 
e 
A 

B AN asate” (Hank 
\ 

o godlite debut. 
th excel ot upbeat sections \ 

r to tackle enployed throut 
alike will love 
Boston. 

Lyril 
than 

<5, *standing hard® of 

this, but note 

o this Glt, Y. needs ore il 

tqe bands Like ND FOR BN NSWER. ___} 

ltopics of izger 
hords abost ity 
prowt® 1ike wany 
intelligent straight 
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